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SYNOPSIS 

At the present time there are no ASTM specifications, and very- 

little information in the ACI Committee 212 Report (l), concerning water- 

reducing admixtures. Therefore, the engineer must turn elsewhere for im¬ 

partial information on the use of water-reducing admixtures. Once a 

source of information has "been selected, field tests still must he made 

to determine the suitability of a particular admixture for given job 

conditions. 

When such field tests are made, consistency is extremely im¬ 

portant. One thing that should be determined is the effect of a change 

in the recommended amount of admixture on the results; also the effect 

of any other change on the results must be determined. 

All the admixtures tested by the writer, when used as recom¬ 

mended, reduced the amount of water required and increased the work¬ 

ability to some extent. For admixtures that entrained considerable 

amounts of air, the decrease in water required, and the increase in 

workability, were pronounced. For densifying admixtures, the decrease 

in water required, and the increase in workability and entrained air 

(if any), were much smaller. 

The strength of the stiff mixes, when used as recommended, 

compared favorably with plain mortar. The strength of the fluid mixes 

did not compare as favorably with plain mortar as did the others. How¬ 

ever, if a constant workability had been maintained, all mixes probably 

would have compared favorably with plain mortar. 

An increase in the amount of admixture, over the recommended 

amount, increased the workability of all the mixes except one, which 
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had a high workability with the recommended amount. 

The effect on the strength of the cylinders of increasing the 

amount of admixture over the recommended amount indicates that there is 

an optimum workability for maximum strength. This optimum workability 

can be obtained either by changing the amount of admixture or by chang¬ 

ing the rate of agitation. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Concrete mixes which apparently retrogressed in compressive 

strength with age were used in a "building which was recently constructed 

in Houston. This retrogression was indicated because 45-day cylinders 

were made in addition to the usual 28-day cylinders. These mixes con¬ 

tained, separately, four different water-reducing admixtures; namely, 

Protex Dispersing Agent, Pozzolith 8, Septamene 7 and Anti-Hydro. Since 

retrogression is not ordinarily observed in plain concrete, it was be¬ 

lieved that ary retrogression was probably due to the use of admixtures. 

After the first series of the writer's tests, made on mortars 

containing these same admixtures, revealed no retrogression, additional 

tests were made. The purpose of these tests was to compare the strengths 

of cylinders with and without admixtures in an attempt to establish a re¬ 

lationship on which mix design can be based. The tests were made using 

the four admixtures named above, and a fifth admixture, Plastiment Number 

2 (liquid), was added to the tests. These five admixtures are all com¬ 

monly used in the Houston area. 

During the testing of these admixtures, the increase in the 

workability characteristics as well as the set-retarding characteristics 

of some of the admixtures were noted, as has been stated by the res¬ 

pective manufacturers. Therefore, a series of workability tests was made 

Time-of-set tests were not made however. 



CHAPTER II 

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADMIXTURES 

An admixture is defined in the American Society for Testing 

Materials Designation C 125-58 as: "A material other than water, 

aggregates, and portland cement (including air-entraining portland 

cement and portland tlast-furnace slag cement) that is used as an 

ingredient of concrete and is added to the hatch immediately before 

or during its mixing." 

The American Concrete Institute Committee 212 Report (l) 

classifies admixtures in eleven groups as follows: 

(1) Accelerators 

(2) Retarders 

(3) Air-entraining agents 

(4) Gas-forming agents 

(5) Cementitious materials 

(6) Pozzolans 

(7) Alkali-aggregate expansion inhibitors 

(8) Dampproofing and permeability reducing agents 

(9) Workability agents 

(10) Grouting agents 

(11) Miscellaneous 

The writer's tests were concerned with groups (l), (2), (8) 

and. (9) and combinations of these groups. A water-reducing agent is 

considered by ACI under Classification (9)j however, much of the 

technical literature on admixtures in groups (l), (2), (8) and (9) 



discusses water-reducing as a primary characteristic, and other charac¬ 

teristics as secondary. 

Admixture 
Water 

Reducer 

Set 

Retarder 
Accel- Air En- 
lerator trainer 

Strength 

Control Workability 

Protex 
Dispersing 

Agent 

X X - X X X 

Pozzolith 8 X X X X X 

Septamene 7 X X X X X 

Anti-Hydro X - X - - 

Plastiment 2 X X - X X 

TABLE I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TESTED ADMIXTURES 

ACCORDING TO MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

The known active chemical ingredients are as follows: 

Protex Dispersing Agent: Calcium lignosulfate 

Pozzolith 8: Calcium lignosulfonate 

Septamene 7• Unknown to the writer 

Anti-Hydro: Basic derivative of calcium chloride 

Plastiment: Bydroxylated carboxylic acid compound 



CHAPTER III 

SPECIFICATIONS AND RELIABLE REPORTS 

CONCERNING ADMIXTURES 

At the present time, the American Society for Testing Materials 

has adopted standard specifications for only the following types of ad¬ 

mixtures : 

Air-entraining agents: (1950) ASTM C 260-58 T 

Fly ash: (195*0 ASTM C 350-57 T 

Natural Pozzolans: (1957) ASTM C 402-58 T 

The ASTM Committee C-9 is now preparing specifications for ac¬ 

celerators, for set-retarders, and for water-reducing admixtures. 

A recent (i960) group of papers, ASTM Special Technical Publi¬ 

cation No. 266 (2), gives considerable information concerning water- 

reducing and set-retarding admixtures. 

The American Concrete Institute published a report in 1954, 

prepared by its Committee 212 (l), which states its findings on ad¬ 

mixtures . 

The Portland Cement Association has indicated its position in 

a Staff Report (3), published in i960, entitled, "Admixtures—Fifth 

Ingredient for Concrete". 

The National Ready Mixed Concrete Association and the National 

Sand and Gravel Association published a Joint Report (4) in December of 

1955, entitled "Tests of Concrete Admixtures" in Publication No. 2 from 

their Joint Research Laboratory. 

The critical situation which faces the engineer when he must 



decide whether or not to specify an admixture, and which to specify, is 

that he must do so in large measure on "blind faith. While the publi¬ 

cations listed above added much to the knowledge of admixtures, there 

is still an urgent need for information to guide preparation of speci¬ 

fications. Although tests can be made under assumed job conditions, 

changes in aggregates, water, cement, temperature, wind, humidity, and 

other variables (e.g. too much admixture) can render useless some of 

the tests. However, if the engineer and the contractor, or supplier, 

have a wide knowledge of the different types of admixtures, a superior 

product often can be achieved at a savings in dollars. 



CHAPTER IV 

OUTLINE OF TESTS 

Strength Tests 

The strength tests were run in two series, namely Series 1 

and Series 2. However, immediately after running the first thirteen 

mixes of Series 1, a set of "make-up" cylinders were run to replace 

some obviously defective cylinders and some possibly defective ones 

(in general, cylinders with a strength less than the average by more 

than four per cent). At this time the first series of tests on Plasti- 

ment was run. Since these were made in the same manner as the first 

thirteen mixes, they are shown in the results as part of Series 1. 

For reasons similar to those for Make-up 1, a second set of 

"make-up" cylinders was made for Series 1. However, since some of the 

cylinders were so dry (primarily mixes 1, 8, and 11 through l6) and con¬ 

tained holes from rodding with the one-quarter inch round rod as used 

in previous tests, these new cylinders were rodded with a one inch 

round rod. 

The Series 2 tests were run during the fall and winter after 

the addition of a mechanical mixer and an external vibrator to the 

laboratory. There was not enough time to experiment with the vibrator 

to determine which time and speed would result in the maximum strength 

for each particular type of mix. However, the time and speed of vib¬ 

ration were varied somewhat, as it became apparent that the wetter 

mixes were becoming segregated when using the same time and speed used 

for drier mixes. 



Workability Tests 

The workability tests were performed on mortar which had been 

made in the mechanical mixer according to ASTM Specification C 305-59T. 

The tests were made on a flow table according to ASTM Specification C 

109-58, except the flow table was held down on a rigid surface by hand, 

rather than bolted down as specified. 
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CHAPTER V 

DESCRIPTION OP TESTS 

Calculation of Quantities 

Quantities for Series 1 and Make-Up Tests 1 and 2; —A test 

for the normal consistency* of the cement was made according to ASTM 

Specification C 187-58, and found to he 32 per cent for the cement 

used. But since all of the admixtures to he tested were water-reducers, 

it was decided to use 30 per cent water to cement in the mix, in an at¬ 

tempt to compromise the amount of water used. A mix design of one to 

three, hy weight, of cement to sand was decided on. 

The volume of three 2-in. diameter hy 4-in. long cylinders 

is 37*7 cu. in. In order to provide a slight excess of material, a 

volume of 40 cu. in., or 3*5 lh., was believed sufficient. 

water, 

cement, 

sand, 

0.30 

1.00 

3-00 

. 1 

. 3 
4.30 ’ ¥73 

(3.5) = 0.244 lh. x 454 = 110-9 gr. 

(3*5) = 0*8l4 lh. x 454 = 369-6 gr. 

(3.5) = 454 = 1,108.7 gr- 
3-500 lh. 1,589-2 gr. 

Weights were measured in grams because the torsion balance 

was calibrated in grams, the least reading being 0.1 gr. 

According to ASTM Specification C 190-59 (Tensile Test) which 

uses a mix of one to three, cement to sand, the amount of water should 

he 11.5 per cent of the total weight of cement and sand for a cement 

of 30 per cent normal consistency.   

^Normal consistency is the percentage of water to cement, hy 

weight, under standard conditions of testing with a Vicat apparatus, 
which allows a rod, 1 cm. in diameter to settle 10 + 1 mm. in 30 sec. 
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Therefore: 

cement: 369-6 
sand: 1,108.7 

total: 1,478.3 x .115 = 170 gr. =170 ml. water 

Since it was much easier to measure cement and sand to frac¬ 

tions of a gram than to measure the water to fractions of a milliliter, 

these weights were tried and found to provide a small amount of excess 

mix: 170.0 gr., water 

369.6 gr., cement 

1,108.7 gr., sand 

170.0 
369.6 

46 = water/cement ratio 

The above quantities may not have provided as much excess as 

would have been desired, but an attempt was made to use only one bag 

of cement in order to eliminate this variable. Only one bag of cement 

was used for Series 1 (except cylinders Z-1D to Z-1F), and one bag was 

used for Series 2. A mix following ASTM Specification C 109-58 re¬ 

quired 500 gr. of cement; however, a volume of 48 cu. in. is required 

to fill the molds to be used in the ASTM test rather than 37*7 cu. in. 

as required in this study. 

The quantity of admixture recommended by the manufacturers for 

their respective products is designated as "lx". Quantities equal to 

one and one-half (l.5x), and two times (2x) the recommended amount were 

also tested. The amount of admixture in each case was, to be so much 

per sack of cement. The number of sacks of cement per batch was: 

.Q.foft = 0.00866 sacks 
94 lb. per sack 

The weight of Protex Dispersing Agent and Pozzolith 8 (for lx) 

equals l/4 lb. per sack of cement. 
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Weight required: 

0.00866 (l/4) = 0.002165 lb. x 454 = 0.982 gr. 

These were to he added to the water and then added to the mix 

in liquid form, as recommended hy the manufacturers. A small amount of 

mixing water was poured in the weighing pan on the triple beam balance 

to dissolve the admixture, then this was poured into the graduate. 

The volume of Septamene 7 (for lx) B 0.1 gal. per sack of cement. 

Volume required: 

0.00866 (0.1) = O.OOO866 gal. 

O.OOO866 gal. (3785*43 ml. per gal.) » 3*28 ml. 

The volume of Anti-Hydro (for lx) = 0.25 gal* per sack ( = 2.5x 

Septamene 7)• 

Volume required: 

3.28 x 2.5 = 8.20 ml. 

The volume of Plastiment (for lx) ® 2 oz. per sack = 1/64 gal. 

per sack «* O.OI5625 gal. per sack (= O.I5625 x Septamene 7)* 

Volume required: 

0.15625 (3*28) = 0.51 ml. 

Millileter and gram units were easy to read on appropriate 

pipettes and triple beam balance. 

The quantities of admixtures required are as follows: 

Powders lx 1.5x 2x 

Mixes 2—4 Protex 0.982 gr. 1.473 gr. 1.964 gr. 
Dispersing 
Agent 

5—7 Pozzolith 0.982 gr. 1.473 gr. 1.964 gr. 



Liquids 

Mixes 8—10 Septamene 
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lx 1.5x 2x 

3.28 ml. 4.92 ml. 6.56 ml. 

11—13 Anti-Hydro 8.20 ml. 12.30 ml. 16.40 ml. 

14—16 Plastiment 0.51 ml. 0.77 ml. 1.02 ml. 

Quantities for Series 2s—For this series, all the above quan¬ 

tities, for water, cement, sand, and admixture, were doubled, since six 

cylinders were made per batch instead of three. Also the Pozzolith ad¬ 

mixture was mixed with water prior to making these tests. One-half 

pound of Pozzolith 8 was mixed with one-half gallon of water. This was 

equal, of course, to; l/4 lb. per sack = 1 qt. per sack = .25 gal. per 

sack. Since this was exactly the same proportion as was previously 

calculated for the Anti-Hydro, the amount of Pozzolith 8 used per batch 

was (for six cylinders); 16.40 gr., 24.60 gr., and 32.80 gr., respec¬ 

tively. To be consistent with the tests made proviously with Pozzolith 

8, the amount of water used in these cases was the net quantities to 

make 340 ml. That is, the admixture was placed in the graduate first, 

then water was added until 340 ml. was measured. This is not true, 

however, of Anti-Hydro and the other admixtures where 340 ml. of water 

was used in addition to the admixture. 

Quantities for Workability Tests;—The quantities of materials 

used in these tests were exactly one-fourth those used in the Series 2 

tests. 

Choosing Materials 

Ideal Type I Cement is a commonly used cement in this area. 

Ottawa Sand, ASTM C 109-58* Size 20 to 30, was chosen to 

eliminate variation in type and grain size. 
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Tap water was used since it is normally used under job condi¬ 

tions . 

The admixtures were chosen for the reasons listed above. 

Choosing Equipment 

The cement and sand were weighed on torsion balances as shown 

in Figure la, page 15* The least reading was 0.1 gr. 

The powdered admixtures were weighed on a triple beam balance 

as shown in Figure lb, page 15. The least reading was 0.01 gr. 

The liquid admixtures were measured by pipettes of two milli¬ 

liter and ten milliliter capacity, whichever was most convenient and 

most accurate for the quantity required. The least readings were 0.1 

ml. in each case. 

The water was measured in 250 ml. graduates for Series 1, in 

500 ml. graduates for Series 2, and in 100 ml. graduates for the work¬ 

ability tests. The least readings were 1 ml. for the 100 ml., 2 ml. 

for the 250 ml., and 5 ml. for the 500 ml. graduates. 

The 60,000 lb. Riehle Hydraulic Testing Machine, shown in 

Figure lc, page 15, was used to break the cylinders. This machine was 

calibrated two times, making three tests each time; Before beginning 

Series 1 tests, and again before beginning Series 2 tests. The maximum 

error in the load range between 8,000 lb. and 22,000 lb. was found to 

be 99 lb. for one reading (at 14,000 lb.) for Test 1 and 62 lb. (at 

18,000 lb.) for each of the three readings of Test 2. 

The flow table used in the workability tests conformed to the 

requirements of ASTM Specification C 230-57 T. 
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Choosing Testing Procedure 

The quantities of admixture chosen were those recommended, for 

normal conditions, by the manufacturers (lx), also one and one-half 

times (l.5x) and two times (2x) the recommended amount. It was be¬ 

lieved that lesser .amounts than recommended probably could have no 

more adverse effects on the mortar than the recommended amount, so 

nothing less than the recommended amount was tested. It was felt that 

two times the recommended amount would be a fair test as to what might 

happen if too much admixture were used, accidentally, or if twice the 

normal amount were recommended for particular job conditions. 

For convenience in handling, 2-in. diameter by 4-in. long cyl¬ 

inders were chosen and some molds of this size were available in the 

laboratory. In the beginning, Series 1 was to be a pilot series of 

tests, using 2-in. by 4-in. cylinders, and if retrogression was found, 

6-in. by 12-in. cylinders were to be made. The maximum change in 

diameter from 2.00 in. was .01 in., which would cause a maximum 

error of one per cent in area. 

The test periods chosen, four weeks, six weeks, and nine weeks, 

were believed to extend long enough to determine the strength charac¬ 

teristics of the mixes with time. 

Sulphur caps were used because they make good caps when made 

properly. 

The cylinders were cured in water at 90° since the test period 

would run into the summer, and no moisture room was available. To 

achieve the 90° temperature, an immersion heater, with thermostat, was 

used together with a voltage regulator and a stirrer, as shown in 

Figure Id, page 15. 
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The molds were prepared by coating the insides with a thin coat 

of petroleum jelly, and set on glass plates which were brushed with a 

mixture of oil and grease to prevent adhesion of the cylinder to the 

glass. (See Figure le, page 15). Even this did not always protect the 

bottoms of the cylinders as can be seen in Figure 4f, page 31* 

Paraffin was melted and brushed on the bottoms and ends of the 

molds to prevent leaking. (See Figure le, page 15). Clamps were used 

when the moldd' became slightly out of shape in order to provide cylin¬ 

ders of uniform diameter. (See Figure 2a, page 20). 

The cylinders were removed from the molds at 20 to 24 hours, 

except Mix 16, which had a long set retardation and could not be placed 

in water this early without causing the cylinders to disintegrate. 

Figure 4g, page 31> shows some cylinders of Mix 16 which had been 

placed in the curing water at about thirty hours. These cylinders 

were made at a temperature of 85° to 87° F. 

The surface holes of about 3/l6 in., or greater, diameter, 

which were left by rodding and entrapped air, were filled with sulphur. 
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a. TORSION BALANCE b. TRIPLE BEAM BALANCE 

c. TESTING MACHINE 

FIGURE 1 

EQUIPMENT 

e. MOLDS WITH PARAFFIN SEAL 
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CHAPTER VI 

MIXING, PLACING, AND CAPPING PROCEDURES 

Series 1 

Before each mix was made, the mixing howl was washed and thor¬ 

oughly dried. (See Figure 2b, page 20). The measured quantities of 

cement and sand were placed dry in the bowl. This mix was stirred in 

the dry condition for two minutes. The mixing water, with or without 

admixture, was added to the dry mix and allowed to stand for one-half 

minute, then the mix was stirred for a minute and a half in a slow, but 

thorough, manner. The graduates and pipettes were washed after each 

change in admixture to avoid possible contamination. 

The mortar was then placed in the molds in three approximately 

equal layers, and rodded with a l/4 in. round rod for 25 times at each 

layer. The tops of the cylinders which remained honey-combed were 

manipulated somewhat by adding more mortar and doing a slight amount 

of additional rodding. 

The molds were then struck off with a straight edge, using a 

sawing motion which usually left the top smooth and the cylinder full. 

Make-Up 1 

There were no changes in procedure between Make-Up 1 and Series 

1 tests, although Make-Up 1 tests were made about three and one-half 

months later. Technique may have improved some, and the cement and 

admixtures were that much older. However, the cement and admixtures 

were carefully stored in a dry area of the laboratory in a covered 

container. 
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Make-Up 2 

The difference between the Make-Up 2 tests and Make-Up 1 was 

the use of a 1 in. round steel rod in some cases to tamp the mortar in 

the molds. Mix 1 was placed in six approximately equal layers and 

tamped twenty times per layer with only enough pressure to fill the 

mold, in order to eliminate large voids which had plagued the dryer 

mixes of Series 1 and Make-Up 1. Except for Mix 1, cylinders re¬ 

quiring extra rodding were first rodded as before, with a l/4 in. rod; 

however, in addition, each layer received six to eight additional tamps 

with the 1 in. rod. 

Cylinders Z-1A to Z-1C used old cement which had been sieved 

through a No. 16 standard sieve; and cylinders Z-1D to Z-1F used cement 

from a fresh bag, also sieved, to see what effect, if any, the age of 

the cement had on the tests. 

Series 2A 

Series 2A was a pilot series of tests made on Mix 1, to deter¬ 

mine what effect mechanical mixing and vibration would have on these 

cylinders containing no admixture. One set of three cylinders was 

mixed by hand as had been done in Series 1, placed in the molds, and 

then vibrated. (See Figure 2c, page 20). A second set of three cyl¬ 

inders was mixed in the mechanical mixer as per ASTM Specification C 

305-58T, placed in the molds, then vibrated. A third set was mixed in 

the mechanical mixer, the vibrator turned on, and then the mix was 

placed in the molds. 
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Series 2 

The cylinders in Series 2 were mixed in the mechanical mixer 

and placed in the molds as in group three of Series 2A. The molds were 

prepared as for Series 1, and then placed in the vibrator. Before each 

batch was made, the mixer was thoroughly washed and dried. 

A second set of cylinders was made for Mixes 6 and 7, since the 
first group obviously contained too much air due to the fast mixing and 

vibrating. For this set, the vibrator was slowed down some, but the 

cylinders showed even more voids than the first group and were dis¬ 

carded. (See Figure 7, page 46, top line). 

The quality of the cylinders which contained many air bubbles 

could probably have, been improved by rodding in addition to vibrating. 

Capping Procedure 

The cylinders were capped with sulphur which had been heated in 

an electric heater as shown in Figure 2e, page 20. The cylinders were 

first placed in a wooden frame, six at a time. (See Figure 3a, page 

22). The cap thickness was set by placing two pennies, one on top of 

the other, in the recess in the l/2 in. plate directly under the cyl¬ 

inder. The frame (with cylinders) was removed, the pennies removed, and 

the bottom plate was treated with petroleum jelly to prevent the sul¬ 

phur from sticking. The plate was then heated on an electric hot plate. 

(See Figure 3b, page 22). When the plate reached the proper tempera¬ 

ture, it was placed on two bricks near the sulphur heater. The sulphur 

was ladled into the recesses and the frame and cylinders were quickly 

replaced. 
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Workability Tests 

The workability tests were made with equipment and procedure 

similar to those of Series 2. The mechanical mixer was used to mix 

the mortar, and a flow table was used to measure the workability. The 

method of testing conformed to ASTM Specification C 109-58* Since 

some of the samples overflowed the flow table at fewer than the pre¬ 

scribed 25 blows, additional tests were made, using fewer blows; and 

a curve was plotted, on semi-log paper, of percentage increase in dia¬ 

meter versus number of blows. A straight line was drawn between these 

points and was extended to 25 blowa, in order to obtain the workability 

at 25 blows. Of course, this was admittedly approximate, as were the 

workability tests themselves, but it gives a good idea of what might 

be expected. 
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a. CLAMPS ON MOLDS b. MIXING BOWL AND SPOON 

e. SULPHUR HEATER 
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CHAPTER VII 

COMPUTING RESULTS OF STRENGTH TESTS 

The results of the strength tests are assembled in three groups; 

namely, Series 1, including Make-Up Tests 1 and 2; Series 2; and a com¬ 

parison of Series 1 and Series 2* For a comparison of three different 

types of cylinder failures see Figure 3c, d, and e, page 22. 

A maximum variation, from the average, of plus or minus four per 

cent was decided on as a guide to determine which cylinders to discard 

and which ones to use in arriving at the results. ASTM Specification 

C IO9-58, for Compressive Strength Tests, sets a maximum variation of 

ten per cent. Also it was decided to use the three cylinders which 

provided the least variation, unless there was an obvious reason for 

using some other value. 

For example, the average strength for Series 1, Mix 15, at nine 

weeks, was computed as follows; The first three cylinders averaged 

16,683 lbs. total load for maximum variation of -4.1 per cent. One cyl¬ 

inder showed only 16,000 lbs. and had a definite weakness at the top 

due to defective placing in the mold. Make-Up Test 2 provided cylinders 

of 18,550 lbs. and 19,050 lbs., which, when added to the 17,250 lbs., 

averaged 18,283 lbs., with a maximum variation of -5.7 per cent. The 

average of the first two cylinders was 17,025 lbs. with a variation of 

plus or minus 1.3 per cent, which seemed to be a more reasonable average. 

The above discussion explains the mark " © " found after some 

of the values in the Results Tables. The purpose of this mark was to 

call attention to the fact that the value used in the results was not 

the maximum value obtainable, but was a more consistant value generally. 
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a. CYLINDERS IN CAPPING JIG 

c. DIAGONAL BREAK 

b. HOT PLATE 

d. DOUBLE CONE BREAK. 

Fi 6u P>& 3 

CAPPING EQUIPMENT AND 

TYPES OF BREAKS 

e. COMBINATION BP>EAK 
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TABLE II 

SERIES 1-4 WEEKS TESTS - RESULTS 

Mix Avg. of 
3 

> 
Varia¬ 
tion 

Avg."best 3 
including 
Make-up 1 

$ 
Var. 

Avg."best 3 
including 
Make-up 1&2 

* 
Var. 

1. No Admix 10,067 -5-7 10,233 +2.6 17,^17 -1.0 

2. 1 x PDA 15,800 -7.0 15,833 -6.5 16,383 -0,5 

3. 1.5 x PDA 17,000 ±0.6 17,000 ±0.6 17,000 ±0.6 

4. 2 x PDA 16,567 +3-8 16,567 +3.8 16,867 -2.8 

5. 1 x Pozz. 8 13,500 +3.7 13,583 +3.1 13,583 © +3.1 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 10,567 -4.4 10,667 +3.1 10,783 © +2.0 

7- 2 x Pozz. 8 8,900 -3.4 8,900 -3.4 9,100 +1.1 

8. 1 x Sept. 7 8,550 +7-0 9,200 +1.1 9,200 © +1.1 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 8,200 -8.5 8,400 -3.6 9,H7 +0.4 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 9,100 -1.6 9,100 -1.6 9,100 -1.6 

11. 1 x Anti-Hydro 13,967 +1.0 13,967 +1.0 13,967 +1.0 

12. 1.5 x Anti-By. 14,183 +1.5 14,183 +1.5 14,183 +1.5 

13. 2 x Anti-Hy. 13,733 +5.6 13,733 +5.6 13,983 +3.7 

14. 1 x Plastiment 13,933 -0.6 13,933 -0.6 13,933 © -0.6 

15. 1.5 x Plast. 13,517 -17.5 14,700 46.5 14,700 -6.5 

16. 2 x Plast, 14,900 0 14,900 0 14,900 © 0 

© indicates that a stronger cylinder has been discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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TABLE III 

SERIES 1-6 WEEKS TESTS - RESULTS 

Mix Avg. of Avg.test 3 * Avg.test 3 $ 
• 3 Varia- including Var. including Var. 

tion Make-up 1 Make-up 2 

1. No Admix 8,567 46.2 8,783 -5.0 17,283 -1.9 

2. 1 x PDA 17,050 -5.9 17,050 -5.9 17,217* 
A 

+4.0 

3. 1.5 x PDA 16,983 +2.5 16,983 +2.5 17,717 +1.9 

4. 2 x PDA 17,267 -3.6 17,267 -3.6 17,417 +2.2 

5. 1 x Pozz. 8 14,650 +3.1 14,650 +3.1 
i 

14,650 +3.1 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 11,333 -10.0 12,017 -4.3 12,483 +3.3 

7. 2 x Pozz. 8 10,467 +1.3 10,467 +1.3 10,517 40.8 

8. 1 x Sept. 7 9,650 +1.0 9,667 +0.9 
©• 

9,667 +0.9 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 9,150 -2.7 9,150 -2.7 9,383 +2.3 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 9,0‘iO ±3.3 9,050 ±3-3 9,133 +2.4 

11. 1 x Anti-Hydro 13,850 +4.7 13,850 +4.7 14,633 +1.8 

12. 1*5 x Anti-Hy. 13,250 -4.5 13,800 +3.6 
9 

13,800 +3.6 

13. 2 x Anti-Hydro 14,483 -2.6 14,483 -2.6 14,700 -0.7 
© 

14. 1 x Plastiment 14,817 -1.1 14,817 -1.1 14,817 -1.1 

15. 1.5 x Plast. 15,100 -4.6 15,100 -4.6 15,450 0 
© 

16. 2 x Plast. 15,950 +3.8 16,500 -3.6 16,500 -3.6 

©■ indicates that a stronger cylinder has heen discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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TABLE IV 

SERIES 1-9 WEEKS TESTS - RESULTS 

Mix Avg. of 
3 

* 
Varia¬ 
tion 

Avg.Best 3 
including 
Make-up 1 

* 
Var. 

Avg.best 3 
including 
Make-up 2 

% 
Var. 

1. Wo Admix 8,708 -4.7 
© 

8,708 -4.7 17,717 +2.4 

2. 1 x PDA 18,817 -8.6 18,817 -8.6 19,650 +0.3 

3. 1.5 x PDA 17,983 +3-7 18,250 +2.2 19,233 4O.9 

4. 2 x PDA 19,183 +4.3 19,183 +4.3 19,233 +4.0 

5. 1 x Pozz. 8 16,983 -5-2 16,983 -5.2 17,200 +2.9 
© © 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 12,400 +9.7 12,383 -1.5 12,600 +2.0 

7. 2 x Pozz. 8 10,567 -0.6 10,567 -0.6 10,633 +0.6 
© © 

8. 1 x Sept. 7 10,733 -5.9 10,650 +2.3 10,650 +2.3 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 10,367 +3.2 10,367 +3.2 10,367 +3.2 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 10,050 +2.5 10,050 +2.5 10,050 +2.5 

11. 1 x Anti-Hydro 15,717 +2.1 15,717 +2.1 15,717 
ft 

+2.1 

12. 1.5 x Anti-Hy. 15,000 -1.7 15,000 .-1.7 15,417 -1.7 

13- 2 x Anti-Hy. 16,117 -2.3 16,117 -2.3 16,117 -2.3 
© © 

14. 1 x Plastiment 16,083 +2.9 16,083 +2.9 16,083 +2.9 
© © 

15. 1.5 x Piast. 16,683 -4.1 16,683 
A 

-4.1 17,025 +1.3 

l6. 2 x Piast. 16,433 +3.1 16,433 +3.1 18,400 -1.4 

© indicates that a stronger cylinder has heen discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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TABLE V 

SERIES 2 - 4 WEEKS TESTS - RESULTS 

Mix Average of 
4 

$ Varia¬ 
tion 

Average of 
Best 3 

$ Varia¬ 
tion 

1. No Admix 18,875 +5.4 
® 

18,533 +2.0 

2. 1 x PDA 17,675 -3.8 17,900 -1.4 

3. 1.5 x PDA 15,975 -1*7 16,067 -1.7 

4. 2 x PDA 16,700 -4.5 16,950 +2.4 

5- 1 x Pozz. 8 12,025 + 35.1 

® 
10,617 -6.8 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 6,000 +7.5 5,850^ +4-3 

7. 2 x Pozz. 8 4,812 +15-3 4,567* +2.9 

8. 1 x Sept. 7 7,775 -4.8 7,900 -1.3 

9- 1.5 x Sept. 7 8,450 -5.3 8,600 -1.7 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 7,912 +3.0 7,983 -2.9 

11. 1 x Anti-Eydro 19,912 +8.2 20,317 +6.1 

12. 1.5 xAnti-Hy. 20,100 -6.2 20,517 -4.7 

13. 2 XAnti-Hv. 19,750 -4.3 20,033 -0.7 

14. 1 x Plastiment 19,538. +2.6 19,683 -2.5 

15. 1.5 xpiast. 19,788 +5.6 19,417* +1.5 

16. 2 x Piast. 19,675 +3.4 19,767 +3.0 

® indicates that a stronger cylinder has "been discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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TABLE VI 

SERIES 2-6 WEEKS TESTS - RESULTS 

Mix Average of 
4 

$ Varia¬ 
tion 

Average of 
Best 3 or 4 

$Varia¬ 
tion 

1. No Admix 20,538 .+5.2 

Q 
20,183 41.3 

2. 1 x PDA 18,250 +3.0 18,333 42.5 

3. 1.5 x PDA 17,350 - 13 .6 18,133 +4.2 

4. 2 x PDA 17,125 +3.9 17,125 43.9 

5- 1 x Pozz. 8 14,500 413.1 
9 

13,867 47.4 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 6,525 45.8 
9 

6,4oo 40.8 

7- 2 x Pozz. 8 5,350 +8.4 5,500 45.4 

8. 1 x Sept. 7 8,262 43.5 8,317 42.8 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 8,400 -3.6 8,500 +1.2 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 8,238 -1.1 8,267 +0.4 

11. 1 x Anti-Hydro 20,188 -13.8 21,117 -1.5 

12. 1.5 xAnti-Hy. 19,862 -5.1 20,200 +1.0 

13- 2 xAnti-Hy. 20,238 42.5 20,383 +1.8 

14. 1 x Plastiment 20,275 -5.1 20,617 -4.2- 

15- 1.5 x Plast. 20,300 . -5.^ 20,667 40.9 

16. 2 x Plast. 20,750 -3.1 20,967 +1.1 

® indicates that a stronger cylinder has been discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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TABLE VII 

SERIES 2-9 WEEKS TESTS - RESULTS 

Mix Average of 
4 

io Varia¬ 
tion 

Average of 
Best 3 

$ Varia¬ 
tion 

1. No Admix 21,338 -3.2 21,567 +1.3 

2. 1 x PDA 19,^5 +7.8 19,767 -6.7 

3. 1.5 x PDA 18,012 -5.1 18,317 -1.5 

4. 2 x PDA 17,725 -5.5 18,050 -0.6 

5. 1 x Pozz. 8 14,612 -19.6 15,567 -4.6 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 6,550 +3-8 6,633 +2.5 

7. 2 x Pozz. 8 5,688 -12.1 5,917 44.9 
© 

8. 1 x Sept. 7 8,950 +7.8 8,717 -1.3 
© 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 8,925 +7.0 8,717 +2.7 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 8,250 +3.6 8,317 +2.8 

ll. 1 x Anti-Hydro 20,162 -18.4 21,400 -2.3 

12. 1.5 x Anti-Hy. 21,425 -6.2 21,867 -1.9 

13. 2 x Anti-Hy. 20,012 -16.3 21,100 -3-3 

14. 1 x Plastiment 20,300 -4.9 20,633 -l.l 

15. 1.5 x Piast. 20,338 -7.8 20,867 4O.9 

16. 2 x Piast. 21,338 -0.9 21,400 4O.5 

© indicates that a stronger cylinder has Been discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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TABLE VIII 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF SERIES 1 AND SERIES 2 

Mix 
Series 1 
4 wk. 6 wk. 9 wk. 

Series 2 
4 wk. 6 wk. 9 wk. 

1. No Admix 17,417 17,283 17,717 18,533* 
© 

20,183 21,567 

2. 1 x PDA 16,383 17,217* 
A 

19,650 17,900 18,333 19,767 

3. 1.5 x PDA 17,000 17,717 19,233 16,067 18,133 18,317 

4. 2 x PDA 16,867 17,417 19,233 16,950 17,125 18,050 

5. lx Pozz. 8 13,583 

© 
14,650 17,200 

© 
10,617 

© 
13,867 15,567 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 
& 

10,783 12,483 
© 

12,600 5,850* 
Cb 

© 
6,400 6,633 

7. 2 x Pozz. 8 9,100 10,517 10,633 ^..567 5,500 5,917 

8. lx Sept. 7 
9 

9,200 9,667 
© 

10,650 7,900 8,317 8,717* 
$ 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 9,H7 9,383 10,367 8,600 8,500 ' 8,717 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 9,100 9,133 10,050 7,983 8,267 8,317 

11. 1 x Anti-Hydro 13,967 14,633 15,717 20,317 21,117 21,400 

12. 1.5 x Anti-Hy, 14,183 
9 

13,800 15,417* 20,517 20,200 21,867 

13. 2 x Anti-Hy. 13,983 14,700 - 16,117 20,033 20,383 21,100 
© 

Ik. lx Plastiment 13,933 14,817 
9 

16,083 19,683 20,617 20,633 

15. 1.5 x Plast. 
9 

14,700 15,450* 
9 

17,025 19,417* 20,667 20,867 

16. 2 x Plast. 
9 

14,900 
9 

16,500 18,400 19,767 20,967 21,400 

$ indicates that a stronger cylinder has "been discarded in 
calculating these averages 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DISCUSSION OF TESTS 

Need for Consistency 

One thing was "brought out most forcefully in these tests: the 

procedure must he kept consistent. This is probably best illustrated 

in the variations in the test results for Mix 1, using no admixture. 

The cylinders for Series 1 were made in the following order: 

nine weeks, six weeks, and four weeks. (See Figure 4, page 3l)• 

It became apparent immediately that not only the cylinder 

strength, but also the technique, was being tested. Holes were being 

left in the cylinders of Mix 1, and although the mortar was strong, the 

cylinders were weak. In an attempt to fill the molds, more mortar was 

placed in the cylinders for the six weeks and four weeks tests (being 

made after the cylinders for the nine weeks tests) than those which 

had been made for the nine weeks tests. This, of course, accounts for 

the retrogression in cylinder strength, although there is no reason to 

suspect retrogression of mortar strength. However, the cylinders made 

for six weeks and four weeks tests still contained some holes. 

So after Series 1 and the first make-up tests failed to give 

the desired comparison with the wetter mortars, which contained ad¬ 

mixtures, Make-Up 2 was begun. The first cylinders in Make-Up 2 are 

marked "Y-l". (See Figure 5a, page 33)• It was apparent that there 

was still no realistic comparison, so these cylinders were discarded. 

Then cylinders Z-1A through Z-1E were made. (Z-1F and Z-1C can be 

seen in Figure 5b, page 33)• Z-1A through Z-1C were used for four, 

six and nine weeks tests, respectively, as were Z-1D through Z-1F. 
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C. MIX 3 

b. MIX 2. 

d. MIX 4 

e. MIX 5 f. FAULTY CYL1N06RS 

EFFECT OF EXCESSIVE RETARDING h. TOP SURFACES, MIXES I, 2,4. 3 

FIGURE 4 SERIES 1, TYPICAL CYLINDERS 
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The difference in these cylinders was that the first three used old, hut 

sieved, cement, and the last three used new, sieved cement. The results 

show that the age of the cement, with sieving, had little effect on the 

strength of the cylinders. These cylinders were mixed as were the others 

of Series 1, hut were tamped with a one inch round rod. 

The results show that the strength of these cylinders was about 

twice that of the previous cylinders of Mix 1, although the mortar was 

not forced in the molds. (See Tables H throughIV). Then with Series 2A 

and 2 (all hut one of which were mixed in the mechanical mixer) even 

greater strengths were obtained—about two and one-fourth times that of 

the first cylinders of Series 1. 

A striking comparison between hand mixing and machine mixing 

for this stiff mix is shown in Figure 5c, page 33* The cylinder at the 

left was hand mixed, while the other two were machine mixed. All three 

cylinders were vibrated at approximately the same rate and for about the 

same length of time. 

This important fact of the need for complete consistency ob¬ 

served in these tests, indicates that the same need exists when making 

frill scale tests under .job conditions on concrete with, or without, ad¬ 

mixtures. There are many variables which affect the strength of the 

cylinder under laboratory conditions, and even more under field condi¬ 

tions, so that competent supervision is a must in the field, although 

it is not always obtained. 

Variables Affecting Tests 

The variables affecting the results of these tests are dis¬ 

cussed in the order of their probable adverse effects on the results. 
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<X HAMO MIKED CYLINDERS 

ROPDED WITH '/4-IH. 

|o. WAND MIKED CYLIUDERS 

ROPDEP WITH I IM. $ 

c. SERIES ZA 

1, HAND MIXED, 2 AND 3, MACHINE MIXED. 

VIBRATED V'BRATED 

FIGURE 5 CYLIMDERS OF MIK 1, 

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS METHODS OF MIXING AND PLACING 
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Rodding.—Variation in rodding for cylinders which contained 

dry mixes, or which contained excessive entrained air, made a great 

difference in the results obtained. As pointed out before, the cylin¬ 

der strength for Mix 1 doubled by changing from a l/4 in. to a 1 in. 

round rod. For Mix 8 the strength increased approximately 30 per cent. 

Mix Rod size 4 wk. 6 wk. 9 wk. 

Mix 1 1/4 in. 10,233 lb. 8,783 lb. 8,708 lb. 
1 in. 17,417 17,283 17,717 

Mix 8 1/k in. 9,200 9,650 10,650 
1 in. 12,000 12,700 13,000 

TABLE IX 

SERIES 1 RESULTS OF USING DIFFERENT SIZED RODS FOR TAMPING 

Other cylinders tamped with a 1 in. round rod (Mixes 3, 6, 

11—16) showed much less effect on the results. This points out that 

for mixtures of "optimum workability," extra rodding had little effect 

on the results. 

Sulphur Caps.—The sulphur caps required careful application 

since sulphur exhibits some unusual characteristics. It is a solid at 

room temperature, but will melt when heated sufficiently. However, 

there is an optimum temperature at which the viscosity is at a maxi¬ 

mum. For some pure sulphurs this temperature is about 370° (5)* Be¬ 

low and above this optimum temperature the viscosity decreases very 

rapidly with a slight change in temperature. Therefore, the sulphur 

has to be within a narrow range of temperatures or a good cap is not 

obtained. For the sulphur used (containing fly ash) this optimum tem¬ 

perature was usually about 275 0.? but at times, at this temperature, a 

crust formed on top of the sulphur. 
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This optimum temperature complicated the placing of the caps, 

"because if the plate were heated too much, the sulphur would not cool 

fast enough, and air "bubbles would form in the cap. If the plate was 

not warm enough, the sulphur would solidify too fast. This meant either 

no cap, an obviously poor cap which had to be replaced, or worse—a poor 

cap which appeared to be good, but which had air trapped between the 

cylinder and the cap. Some of the cylinders broke prematurely because 

of poor caps which caused stress concentrations in the concrete. Some 

poor caps may have escaped detection even after breaking. 

Since it was desired to make the caps no thicker than necessary 

(in order to keep the length/diameter ratio as close to two as possible), 

the recesses were first made 3/32 in. deep. One penny was used to 

measure this cap thickness. However, since so much difficulty was en¬ 

countered when caps cooled too fast, the recesses were later made 5/32 

in. deep, and two pennies were used to determine the cap thickness. 

Because of the sometimes prolonged capping process, the strength 

of the cylinders could have been affected by the heating and drying. 

Most of the caps were put on one or two weeks before breaking. 

However some of the cylinders of Make-Up 2 were capped from three to 

seven weeks before breaking. After breaking, some of these cylinders 

showed a brilliant green color in the bottom and/or top, extending about 

one-eighth inch into the mortar, which may have been caused by some 

chemical reaction between the sulphur and the cement and/or admixture. 

This phenomenon may have affected the strengths of the cylinders ad¬ 

versely, and to varying degrees. Cylinders with honey-combed or poor 

bottoms appeared to have been affected greatly. Unfortunately, no 

record was kept of those cylinders which exhibited this color. 
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Temperature.--There was not complete control over the tem¬ 

perature of the ingredients or of the laboratory. However, cold water 

was used in hot weather, and other attempts were made to keep the tem¬ 

perature within limits prescribed by ASTM C 109=58, i.e. 68° to 8l.5°F. 

Some cylinders which were made on hot days showed considerably lower 

strengths; however, other factors were usually present which complicated 

the interpreting of results. 

Leakage of Mortar. —Another inconsistency was leakage from some 

of the cylinders immediately, or soon after placing mortar in the molds. 

This was particularly bad in the tests of Series 2, because these cylin¬ 

ders were vibrated, and the paraffin was not always strong enough to 

keep the cement from leaking. Actually, in Series 1, there was no loss 

in cement with this leakage, but rather a clear fluid, possibly only 

water, but probably water and admixture also. This reduced the water to 

cement ratio slightly, and possibly raised the strength slightly, al¬ 

though no great amount of loss occurred. However in Series 2 at least 

one cylinder lost a large amount of cement and resulted in a weak bottom 

which was clearly distinguishable when the cylinder was removed from the 

mold. Some cylinders in both Series could have leaked and gone unnoticed 

if the leakage did not begin immediately. 

Humidity. —There was no way available to measure or control the 

humidity. It is believed that the humidity was usually within the limits 

prescribed by ASTM Specification C 109-58, i.e. greater than 50 per cent. 

However, during a very cold period in the winter the air was dried out 

by the heater in the laboratory. This seemed to affect the workability 

noticeably. No measure of this difference was made, but it was noticed 

since these tests were made on different days. The humidity may also 
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have affected the cylinders made on hot, dry days during the summer. 

Molding of Admixture.—The day after the Pozzolith 8 was placed 

in solution for the Series 2 tests, a mold formed on the surface of the 

solution. At first it was thought that this mold would dissolve on 

shaking, "but such was not the case. As a result, some of the mold got 

into the mixes. Upon breaking some of the cylinders of Mixes 6 and rJ, 

particularly, an organic growth was actually noticed inside the cylin¬ 

ders. This obviously reduced the strength to some extent. 

Cement.--For the first tests of Series 1, the new bag of cement 

had almost no lumps and sieving probably would not have affected the 

results appreciably. However, for Make-Up 1 the cement bag had been 

open for three and one-half months apd the cement did have some small 

lumps. These lumps disappeared on dry mixing with the sand, but may 

have absorbed enough water to affect the strength of the cylinders. 

Examples of strength reductions at four weeks are: for Mix 7, the first 

three cylinders had an average of 9100 lb., and Make-Up 1 had strengths 

of 7150 lb., 7200 lb., and 7^00 lb. Again, for Mix 13, the first three 

cylinders had an average of 13,733 lb. and Make-Up 1 showed 12,550 lb. 

and 13,000 lb. For Mix 4, the first three cylinders had an average of 

16,567 lb. and Make-Up 1 had 15,000 lb. Similar results occurred at six 

weeks for Mixes 2, 4, 10, and 11, and at nine weeks for Mixes 2, h, 5> 

12, and 13. 

As mentioned previously, the cement was sieved for Make-Up 2, 

for Series 2, and for the Workability Tests. 

Moisture Condition of Cylinders at Testing.—The cylinders of 

Series 1, including Make-Up 1 and 2, were fairly dry when broken, being 

exposed to air from about one-half to three hours. The cylinders of 
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Series 2 were kept wet until placed in the testing machine. Wo direct 

comparison could he made from these tests j however, it is believed that 

the dry ones usually showed a little more strength than the wet ones. 

Troxell and Davis (6) reported that cylinders tested after drying in¬ 

creased in strength from 20 to 40 per cent over wet ones. 

Rate of Strain:—The load was not applied at a constant rate, 

although an attempt was made to keep the rate constant. But occasion¬ 

ally a cylinder which appeared to he reaching its maximum load actually 

was not, so the loading slowed down to almost a stop before it was in¬ 

creased. Of course, the cylinders which broke at a low or premature 

load had little chance for creep, whereas some of the stronger ones 

did have some creep and probably broke at a lower load than they would 

have at a constant rate of strain. 

Temperature of Curing Water:—The temperature of the curing 

water was not constant. When there was a sudden change in the weather, 

the voltage regulator had to be adjusted to increase or decrease the 

temperature of the water since the thermostat on the heater did not 

work properly. The temperature was often low during the first month 

of testing. 

Contamination of Admixture:—The Anti-Hydro came in a gallon 

can which corroded or rusted somewhat after a few weeks. It was later 

transferred to a glass bottle. However, some contamination may have 

taken place. The lid on the Septamene 7 container also corroded and 

may have caused contamination. 
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CHAPTER IX 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Strength Tests 

Mix 1:—The cylinders without admixtures were discussed pre¬ 

viously under Discussion of Strength Tests and Procedure Consistency. 

To review, the cylinders of Series 1 were very poor and indicated a 

retrogression from four to six to nine weeks. However it is believed 

that this was variation in cylinder strength due to technique, and 

not retrogression due to quality of the mortar. The cylinders which 

were rodded with a one inch rod showed greatly increased strength, 

but the four weeks cylinders were stronger than the six weeks cylinders. 

However, closer inspection of the data reveals that the three cylinders 

used in calculating the four week average had no flaws, whereas all 

three cylinders of the six weeks group did have flaws in them. Again, 

this indicates variation in technique, rather than retrogression in 

mortar strength. 

For Series 2, the cylinder strengths were in every case greater 

than the corresponding cylinders which had been rodded with a one inch 

round rod, and showed no retrogression. Some of these cylinders had 

some voids due to entrapped air bubbles which the external vibrator 

did not remove. (Perhaps an internal vibrator, or a combination of ex¬ 

ternal vibrator and rodding, could have removed these bubbles). There¬ 

fore, the mortar strength was even greater than the results would indi¬ 

cate. (See Figure 6, page 45). 

The great differences in strength shown here for mixes of 

exactly the same proportions is probably due to "flash set" of the 
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hand mixed specimens. The vigorous agitation of the mechanically mixed 

specimens apparently prevented this flash set (7) • Figure 5c, page 33, 

illustrates this phenomenon because the only real difference between 

the three cylinders pictured was in the method of mixing. All three 

cylinders were vibrated at the same speed and for the same length of 

time. 

An interesting fact noted is that, although the strengths of 

the cylinders for Series 2 were greater than those for Series 1 (even 

those with extra rodding), the weights were slightly less. (See Table 

10, page 4l). This greater strength, therefore, must be due to a more 

uniform, coating of the sand particles with the more workable mix than 

occurred for the more harsh mix. 

Mixes 2 through If, Containing Protex Dispersing Agent:—-In 

Series 1, cylinders of these mixes showed no appreciable change in 

strength with an increase in the quantity of admixture. For each mix 

the strength increased from four to six to nine weeks. This is acounted 

for probably because the hand mixing did not entrap any extra air. The 

admixture itself does entrain air. In Series 2, there was a slight de¬ 

crease in strength with an increase in the quantity of admixture. 

This is probably due to a small amount of extra air entrapped because 

of the relatively fast mixing and large surface area exposed to air 

during mixing, as compared with the volume of the mix. The workabili¬ 

ty did increase from Mix 2 to Mix h. Mix 3 at four weeks seemed to be 

a little weaker than would have been expected, possibly due to an ac¬ 

cumulation of errors, or to a concentration of air bubbles, as was 

observed in some of the cylinders of Mixes 2, 3, and 4-. (See Figure 

6, page 45). 
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TABLE X 

MAKE-UP 2 and SERIES 2—COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS (IN GRAMS) 

Mix Make-Up 2 
Mark Wt. of 3 Cyl. 

Series 2 
Wt. of 3 Cyl. 

1. No Admix Y- 1290 —1306 
z- 1387 —1401 (LR) 

1370 -1388 

2. 1 x PDA x- 1370 
Y- 1368 

I4oF —1420 

3. 1.5 x PDA X- 1372 (LR) 
H- 1382 (LR) 

l4l6 —1423 

4. 2 x PDA x- 1370 
Y- 1366 

1420 —1426 

5. 1 x Pozz. 8 X- 1322 (a) 1315" —1346 

6. 1.5 x Pozz. 8 X- 1216 (a) 
Y- 1259 

1149 —1167 

7. 2 x Pozz. 8 X- 1185 (a) 1063 —1091 
8. 1 x Sept. 7 Y- 1310 (LR) 1152 —1164 

9- 1.5 x Sept. 7 X- 1266 —1264 1166 -1197 

10. 2 x Sept. 7 x- 1213 1176 —1221 
11. 1 x Anti-Hydro x- 1350 (LR) 1378" -1398 (a) 

12. 1.5 x Anti-Hydro X- 1348 (LR) 
H- 1350, 1352 (LR) 

1386 —1401 

13. 2 x Anti-Hydro X- 1342 (LR) 
Y- 1340 (LR) 

1389 —1401 

l4. 1 x Plastiment Y- 1350 (LR) 
■ t 

1395" —1409 (a) 

15. 1.5 x Plastiment Y- 1354 (LR) 
Y- 1350 (LR) 

1389 —1409 

16. 2 x Plastiment Y- 1354 (LR) 
H- 1357 (LR) 

1392 -1399 

(LR) indicates cylinders rodded with 1 in. rod 

(a) indicates one or more cylinders leaked 
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In Series 1, the cylinder strengths for Mixes 2 through 4 were 

equal to, or greater than, those for Mix 1, Series 1, and were approxi¬ 

mately equal to the strengths for Mixes 2 through 4, Series 2, indicat¬ 

ing good strength characteristics even with hand mixing. However, in 

Series 2, Mixes 2 through 4 were weaker than for Mix 1, Series 2, prob¬ 

ably because of increased workability. Mix 1 had a workability of 45, 

and Mixes 2 through 4 had workability values of 90, 94, and 95, respec¬ 

tively. If the amount of water had been reduced for Mixes 2 through 4 

to maintain a constant workability,; the strengths of the cylinders 

probably would have increased. 

It is interesting to note that, although the strengths for 

Series 1 and 2 were almost equal for these three mixes, the weights 

for the cylinders in Series 1 were somewhat less than those in Series 

2. This fact indicates that even with more air and more workability 

for Series 2, the number of large voids must have been reduced enough 

to make these cylinders more dense. 

Mixes through 2> Containing Pozzolith 8:—In both Series 1 

and Series 2, a reduction in cylinder strength was noted with an in¬ 

crease in quantity of admixture, markedly so in Series 2. As in Mixes 

2 through 4, this is probably due to the amount of air--the workability 

for Series 2 ranged from 132 to 138. The cylinders of Mix 5 (the re¬ 

commended quantity of admixture) were weaker than the cylinders of Mix 

1, for both Series 1 and Series 2. However, for a constant workabili¬ 

ty, or reduced water, the strengths would have probably increased. As 

noted in the results, many cylinders with greater strengths, both in 

Series 1 and Series 2 were discarded because the maximum variation from 

the average would have been increased by using them in the averages. 



Comparing cylinder weights, none of the cylinders for Mixes 5 

through 7 were as heavy as were those of Mix 1. 

Mixes 8 through 10, Containing Septamene 7: —In both Series 1 

and Series 2, the amount of admixture had no appreciable effect on the 

strength of the cylinders, although the workability was increased from 

116 to l4l for Series 2. 

In both Series 1 and Series 2, the strengths of the cylinders 

were considerably less (4o to 50 per cent less) than the strengths of 

Mix 1, Series 1 and 2. Here the amount of air had a tremendous effect 

on the strength of the cylinder. If the workability had been reduced- 

water reduced—the strength would have increased considerably. Again 

it is noted that many cylinders with higher than average strengths 

were discarded, especially those of Mix 8, which had been tamped with 

a one inch round rod, thus reducing the amount of air spaces. 

The cylinders of Mix 8—which had been tamped with a one inch 

round rod—were much lighter than any of those of Mix lj the cylinders 

of Mixes 9 and 10 were much lighter yet. 

Mixes 11 through 13, Containing Anti-Hydro:—In both Series 1 

and Series 2, the amount of admixture had little effect on the strength 

of the cylinders, although the workability was increased from 66 to 87. 

In Series 2, however, the strength of Mix 12'was slightly greater than 

that of Mix 11 or 13., 

In Series 1 the strengths of the cylinders were somewhat less 

than those for Mix 1, Series 1—neither group having as much work¬ 

ability as desired. 

In Series 2 the strengths (of Mixes 11 through 13) were equal 

to, or greater than, the strengths of Mix 1, Series 2, and much greater 



than Mix 1, H, 12, or 13, Series 1. Indicated here, again as it was 

for Mix 1, is the accepted fact that increased workability will increase 

the strength of a lean mix. 

The cylinders of Series 2 were heavier—more dense—than those 

of Series 1, and slightly heavier than Mix 1, Series 2. It is remember¬ 

ed that the admixture used for Mixes 11 through 13 is a densifier and 

not an air-entrainer. 

Mixes l4 through 16, Containing Plastiment: —In Series 1, an 

increase in the quantity of admixture increased slightly the strengths. 

In Series 2 an increase in quantity had very little effect on the 

strengths, the recommended amount giving initially high strength. The 

workability was only slightly increased by doubling the admixture. 

For these mixes, the same comments regarding strengths and 

weights as given above for Mixes 11 through 13 apply. This is as ex¬ 

pected since these two admixtures are densifiers, and neither entrains 

air. The difference between these admixtures is said to be in their 

set characteristics, which were not evaluated in this study. 
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Workability Tests 

This series of tests was performed to compare the change in 

workability produced by increasing the amount of water with that pro¬ 

duced by adding an admixture. Workability tests were run on all of the 

mixes previously discussed. In addition to Mix 1 which contained 85 

ml. of water, but no admixture, mixes containing 90, 95# and 100 ml. 

of water were also tested. 

The admixtures which entrained very little air, Anti-hydro and 

Plastiment, increased the workability of the mix about the same as 

would be obtained by adding 7 to 13 ml.—8 to 15 per cent—of water to 

the mix. Frotex Dispersing Agent increased the workability by an 

amount equal to adding 14 to 16 ml. of water. The Pozzolith 8 and 

Septamene 7 increased the workability considerably more than would 

have been attained by adding 15 ml. of water. 

The workability of the mix directly affected the strength of 

the mix. For stif£ mixes (1, 11 through 13, and ih through l6) an in¬ 

crease in workability, either by adding an admixture, or by using 

mechanical mixing, increased the strength. However, for fluid mixes 

( 5 through 7# and 8 through 10) an increase in workability decreased 

the strength. For mixes containing Protex Dispersing Agent (2 through 

4) there was good workability with the recommended amount and good 

strength characteristics. The workability was increased only slightly 

by an increase in the amount of admixture, and the strength decreased 

only slightly. 



TABLE XI 

WORKABILITY TESTS RESULTS (Temperature 73° - 76°) 

! Mix 12/3 A/60 12/10,11/60 12/24/60 Avg. 
Except as noted Dry Increase 

No Admix, 90 nil 56. 4 60.6 61.6 60 

No Admix, 95 ml 69.9 79.6 79-9 76 

No Admix, 100 ml 86.2 93.8 98.2 93 

1. No Admix, 85 ml 46.2 47.6 40.4 45 

2. 1 x PDA 99.4 93-0 76.2 90 

3. 1.5 x PDA 108.4 97-4 76.0 94 

4. 2 x PDA 100.8 102.0 81.4 95 
(E) 

5. lx Pozz. 8 147 (E) 132.8 134.8 138 

6. 1.5 X Pozz. 8 143 (E) 
(12/24) 
13^.2 123.6 

(E) 
134 

(12/24) 
126.1 7. 2 x Pozz. 8 131.8 138.8 132 

(IT” 
8. lx Sept. 7 98.8 137 (E) 112.5 116 

l4l (E) 
(E) 

9. 1.5 x Sept. 7 121.0 122.2 128 
(E) 

l4l 10. 2 x Sept. 7 143 (E) 152 (E) 129.2 

11. lx Anti-Hydro 56.6 78.7 63.4 66 

12. 1.5 x Anti-Hydro 62.2 87.3 70.6 73 

13. 2 x Anti-Hydro 80.5 100.4 80.2 87 

l4. lx Plastiment 62.0 81.2 71.1 71 

15. 1.5 x Plastiment 70.8 70.4 72.4 71 

16. 2 x Plastiment 79.2 82.2 70.6 77 

(E) S Estimated 
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Accuracy of the Tests 

Strength Tests:—The accuracy of the strength tests has been 

indicated throughout Chapters IV through VIII. The measurement of the 

quantities was very exact, and the measurement of the strength fairly 

accurate, particularly at higher strengths. Some of the molds had as 

much as one per cent error in area. There was considerable variation 

in the techniques of roddlng and vibrating, in capping, in leakage in 

same cylinders, in temperature, in humidity, in lumps in some cement, 

in rate of strain, in temperature of the curing water, and in moisture 

condition at the time of testing. However, as indicated by the degree 

of consistency in the overall results, enough cylinders were made to 

give a reasonably accurate picture as to what results might be ex¬ 

pected when using a particular quantity of a particular admixture. 

Workability Tests;—The accuracy of the workability tests is 

affected by the approximate nature of the tests themselves, also the 

fact that the flow table was not bolted down, the humidity was not 

constant, and the mixer was larger than it should have been for the 

quantity of mortar mixed. However, the consistency of the results 

gives fair indication of the amount of workability which might be ex¬ 

pected when using a particular amount of a particular admixture. 

Comparison with Results of Tests Made 

^y Others 

The chemistry involved in these tests is complicated by two 

facts: namely, the chemistry of the reaction which takes place when 

water is added to cement is still highly controversial and unsettled 
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(8), and not all of the chemical ingredients of these admixtures are 

known in detail by the writer. The most important chemical ingredients 

for four of the admixtures used in these tests are known, and on this 

basis the results of these tests can be compared with results obtained 

in tests made by others. 

Before beginning this comparison it should be pointed out, again, 

that the writer's tests were made with the amount of admixture being 

the only variable. The only consideration given to the fact that all 

the admixtures tested were water-reducers, was in making the basic mix 

fairly stiff. Most, if not all, of the tests made on actual concrete 

have been performed under conditions of constant slump, with a corres¬ 

ponding reduction in water. Some tests were made with a reduction in 

cement equivalent to the cost of the admixtures. Usually the amount 

of admixture used was that recommended by the manufacturer, or that 

amount found by trial mixes to provide constant slump. 

Protex Dispersing Agent (Calcium lignosulfate) and Pozzolith 

8 (Calcium jignosulfonate): —The ACI Committee 212 (9) found that sul- 

fonated organic compounds, used as workability agents, do act as water- 

reducers; and that they cause some air-entrainment, but not to such 

extent as to be classified as air-entraining agents. They had a pro¬ 

portionately greater effect in lean mixes than in rich ones. Also 

when advantage of the possible water-reduction was taken, generally im¬ 

proved compressive strength was found. These findings agree with the 

findings of the writer. 

Foster (10) states that lignosulfonic acids and their salts are 

water-reducers and set-retarders which visually entrain air, and often 

do increase the strength slightly, for a given slump, indicating a 
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greater workability, other things being equal. 

Bloem (11) does not separate these admixtures according to the 

chemical above, but does show similar results in tests made on many 

air entraining admixtures, and also on combination air-entraining and 

cement-dispersing agents. 

Septamene 7s—Since the chemical composition is unknown to the 

writer, no direct comparisons can be made. 

Anti-Hydro (Basic derivative of calcium chloride);—The ACI 

Committee 212 (12) discusses calcium chloride (but not its derivatives) 

as a damp-proofing and permeability agent. Also it refers to calcium 

chloride as an accelerator, and states that it gives a small increase 

in workability, indicating a slight reduction in water required, but 

makes no reference to air-entraining or strength control. 

Bloem (ll) shows the results of tests on several non-air- 

entraining admixtures, indicating a slight reduction in water re¬ 

quired, and very little effect on the strength. These conclusions are 

similar to those found by the writer. 

The ASTM has published nothing on this type of admixture. 

Plastiment (Hydroxylated carboxylic acid compound);—The ACI 

Committee 212 Report (9)> discussing water-reducing agents, under work¬ 

ability agents, states that carbohydrates did not cause entrainment of 

air, but did produce pronounced set-retardation, and increased 

strengths slightly. 

Foster (10) classifies admixtures of this type as water- 

reducers and set-retarders, and not air-entrainers; stating that the 

time of set can be controlled by varying the dosage—as with ligno- 

sulfonic acids and their salts, also. 
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Wallace and Ore (13) show in their results of tests on admix¬ 

tures of this type that the compressive strength is increased by the 

use of such admixtures. 



CHAPTER X 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE TESTS 

Before any absolute values for strength or workability for a 

particular amount of admixture can be determined, many more variables 

heed be explored and other tests made, particularly under the condition 

of constant slump. Possibly, no absolute values can ever be made with 

so many variables involved. But in order to study the strength and 

workability changes under the conditions of these tests; i.e. constant 

water, cement, and sand, improved testing techniques are required. 

In this regard the following recommendations are given, as well 

as the reasons for the recommendations: 

(1) Use 2-in. cubes as called for in ASTM Specification C 109- 

58, with one exceptions before smoothing off the excess mortar from 

the cubes, place a 2 l/2-in. cube of steel (weight = 4.4 lb.) on top of 

the cube for 30 seconds. This would reduce the effect of the variation 

in pressure when tamping the cylinder. A 2-in. cube would eliminate 

capping, and either eliminate or minimize leakage and minimize varia¬ 

tions due to rodding, tamping, or vibrating. Capping necessitated dry¬ 

ing and heating for long periods of time. Also poor caps became a 

source of large errors in the writer's tests. 

(2) Keep temperature‘and humidity constant during mixing. 

However, tests should be made for at least four different conditions: 

namely, mild or average conditions (80° F and 50 per cent humidity); 

hot, dry conditions (100° F and 30 per cent humidity); cool, damp con¬ 

ditions (60° F and 70 per cent humidity); and colder, damper conditions 

(40° F and 90 per cent humidity). All of these conditions arise in 
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practice. 

(3) Keep the ingredients stored at the same temperature and 

humidity as for the conditions of the tests. 

(4) Cure the cubes at the same temperature as for the condi¬ 

tions of the test, and in water as required by ASTM Specification C 

109-58. 

(5) Do not allow the cubes to dry out before placing in the 

testing machine. 

(6) Keep the rate of strain constant on the testing machine. 

(7) Sieve the cement. 

(8) Keep records of weights of each individual cube as soon as 

it is removed from the mold. 

(9) Keep records of the length of each cube as soon as it is 

made and again when it is taken from the mold. This will enable cal¬ 

culations to be made on amount of shrinkage, air and density, and 

serve as a check for strength tests. 

(10) Care should be taken so that no contamination or mold 

occurs in the admixtures. 

(11) Time of set tests should be made, both initial and final. 

(12) Shrinkage tests should be made. 

(13) Tests could be made using equal slump or workability as 

the basis for comparison, then the amount of admixture varied. 

(14) A mixer should be used. However, the mixer should be 

smaller than 5 gal., or the batches larger than those the writer used. 

(15) Plain mortar should have a workability of 60 or more. 
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CHAPTER XI 

CONCLUSIONS 

All of the admixtures tested reduced the amount of water re¬ 

quired and increased the workability to some extent. For Protex Dis¬ 

persing Agent, Pozzolith 8, and Septamene 7, the decrease in water re¬ 
quired, with accompanying increase in workability and entrained air, 

was pronounced. For Anti-Hydro and Plastiment (which are called densi- 

fiers) the decrease in water required and the increase in workability 

was much smaller. There may have been a small increase in entrained 

air with the densifiers, also. 

The strength of the stiff mixes (containing Protex Dispersing 

Agent, Anti-Hydro and Plastiment), when used as recommended, compared 

favorably with plain mortar. The strength of the fluid mixes (con¬ 

taining Pozzolith 8 and Septamene 7) did not compare favorably with 

plain mortar. However, had a constant slump been maintained, all mixes 

probably would have compared favorably with plain mortar. 

An increase in the amount of admixture over the recommended 

amount did not affect the strengths of the mixes containing Septamene 

7, Anti-Hydro, and Plastiment very much, but did decrease the strength 

of the mixes containing Protex Dispersing Agent slightly, and Pozzolith 

8, greatly. 

An increase in the amount of admixture, over the recommended 

amount, increased the workability of all the mixes except Pozzolith 8, 

which had a high workability with the recommended amount of admixture. 

These tests indicate that there is an optimum air content, or 

an optimum workability at about 75> for maximum strength. This optimum 

workability can be obtained either by changing the amount of admixture 
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or by changing.the rate of agitation.. This optimum workability is a 

result, possibly, of a more uniform coating of sand particles with good 

paste. This suggests that for stiff mixes all the particles are not 

uniformly coated, and for the fluid mixes the quality of the paste is 

reduced. 

It must be remembered that admixtures are subject to change by 

their manufacturers; consequently, caution must be exercised in the use 

of these results. Also, these tests were conducted with the amount of 

cement, sand, and water being held constant, and the amount of admixture 

varied. Had the mixes been adjusted to keep the workability constant, 

the results would have changed somewhat. 

Since the ASTM actually has no specifications at the present 

time concerning water-reducing admixtures, and since the ACI Committee 

212 Report (l) has so little information on these admixtures, the 

engineer must get impartial test results, made under actual job con¬ 

ditions, before using any of the admixtures of the types tested here. 

Also, good control must be maintained on the job. However, the bene¬ 

fits to be derived from the proper use of admixtures compels the engi¬ 

neer to understand them, and not to frown on them. Many field con¬ 

ditions actually require that a particular type of admixture he used; 

and under some conditions where plain concrete will actually do a 

good job, costs can be reduced by the proper selection of admixture. 
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2 Mw. ' DB 

£ JY, POZT. ^'3 16,100 

4Y4 M/u. DB 
17,700 

2 Yj. MM. D C 

<0 /j~X " A2, 200 
3 'A AM PB 

13, <6 OO 

3 % MM. DB 

//, 4-00 

2% MM. C 

1 Z X- '! 10,5 DO 
2%tMtN. DB 

10, <600 

TAJ/UH. DB 

70, 6 00 
2 74 AM. DB 

8 / x SEPT. 7 70, /OP 
2^2 MM. C. 

/o, 900 
4'/4MM. Pd 

77, 200 
3% MM- DB 

<7 AS X \ 10,700 
3/4 MM- DB 

70,200 
2 3/j MM. DB 

70, 200 
3 MW. PB 

10 Z Y. /! 70,300 
3'/i MM. DB 

9900 
2*4}MM. P& 

9950 
2!K■/. AM. PB 

11 /x Awn-11/- 75, 700 
3/4 MM. . 0 

/ <6,0.SO* 
2 ^ At /M 0£/ 

/5,4DcT 
7 74 PU4. PB 

12 ASK. '< 14, 7 SO * 

2 AM. C 

is,/ 00 
?%f. MM.. C 

75, 7SO 
2 Lt MM- C 

13 2 x « 76,/SO* 
SAHA. DB 

75, 750 
2 7X MM. D8 

76,4-50 
3 2 AM DC 

S OME C YL. LEA IKED ... . > TYPE FM/L URE 

t/fi.ND M/XE&.Por. s/BVeOj Nun/ CoNrPWEP VO/PS . OK HQUerYCo/vt& 
&OVPEP WITH '/4"<f &op  K*' FO.PA BOTTOM OK TOP . ...„ 
TEMP. BO°-83°j CLouor VB - VCMT/CAL BREA/C 
MJUCE PtADE 4-/Z/7- J&o PB- P/AEOMPL BREAM. 

CAPS HADE I WR’BEFORE 5c - S/UGLE CONE .. 
TESTING DC - DOUBLE COME 

CYL . DRY VHiCM TBSTSP ... _ COM B/MAT! ON 
TZSTED 6-/e, 6-/? (D/AG. 4 COME) 

MW. sM/HUTES 

TABLE 3 
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EE#/ES I* /4-/4 A NO MAKS, -UP I -4* WK. TESTS 

DRY 

PRY 

M/A A 8 0 

/4 / A f/AST/NL 14,000 

4^1 MIN. C 

13,650 

pe> 
/3„ ino 

3/7. Wu jc 

IS 1.5*. *• II,/SO* 

2 ‘At MIN, 

13,750 
5'/4 PUN, PS 

15,650 

4*tyMiN. DB 

(6 2. * " M, V>o 
SlkHttix-O, 

!4,loo 

4 'li-MlN. D& 

74, 900 

3/% MIN. C 

/ No ADMIX /o.eoE* 

I Mill, 

7100 

1 4. MIN. 

8500** 

/ ^ M/U. 

2 lx POA 14, &oO 

3/4 MIN. 0E> 
V 

3 — 

V 2 x /Wl is.; 

2 %*M1N. DB 

LEAMee ■4— 

■s />< Poy.y.^S 15,350 

2 'A MIN. . PS 

W *#■ T 
(3,400 

3^/V//7I D£> 

(o ISx n 7 0,4-00 

zTt MtN. DB 

1 2. X P 1(50 

/ M/AJ' ob 

7200 

Z PUN. c 

7400 

tty N/N. D3 

& IVL SEPT 7 1/50 ** 

Z '4. MM. 

<9300** 

l%MM. 

7 1.5 x // 1100 

1 
3ty MM. SC 

7600** 

/W 

8/00** 

l ty Mtu. 

/3 2x ANTI-HY. 13,000 

2^2 MM, sc 
/ 2,5 50 

Z'UMIIJ. DB 

MADE Tn~ to 
tvs*?/’, si^ey? i 

c.t.e>ooy 

, H ft 

M/)P& 7’ 30 -6o 
^ TSAtP. OS ° CLEAR.. 

71A PE 7-/6>''6o 
T^MP. 74- 86 f C loopy 

<§> 
15,100 

•5K 

3'/- 3.M)hS 0 

u 
#IG> CYC, 

RAPE 7-!7‘<ie> 

// 

MAD& 7 ~3 o - 6 0} CLEAR 

MAPS’ 7-/6-0o 
rvsMP. <97* 

n 
TEMP. 89° 

TEMP. SS a 

. / r 1p> E- LS 

fiOOPFP WITH &*} 

FILLED LARGE SURFACE HOLES W/TH SQLFUR 

HAN P Mit-E’O ^ CONTP/NEE VO/£)5 OR NON eycoM& 
Poo/t Borrow Top 

't&.yp'HPoofi. CAP 

-CEMENT SUONFLYLUMPY -~W>T SIEVED P6-DIAGONAL SPEAK 
C/fPJ M ATE / WM. BEPORU , TEST ItJG. SC - SINGLE CoNF 

EXC£Prf/l6J-2,WMS. • C - CoptS/NATION 
eye. Day WHEN resreo CLHA&, $■ CONE) 

TESTEO 8-tS,/4 PN0 8--2U . _ . 
TABLE 4 ’. 
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£E-g/zs 1 M--/C, Aste> MAPS- UP 1 - & H^r. T£STS 

4 B C 

IN /xPlAsrm /A, 8So 

4*zPt//j. D3 

14, 

4>///y P£ 

/4,6SO* 

4-AIHJ, c 

/5* 

/6 

AS < ft 

"Z /C P 

!S-f4SO 

4/1. MIM. ?<- 

/4 

SCUM. Pc 

is, A so 

4 A// M, r. 

ts^oo 

4N.11/M Vh 

/4. 40(? 

4l/%Nhh 03 

lS'400 

Z?A1/*J* VB 

1 No ADMIX. JBOO**' 

/ ^ A/M/. 2 M/KK Ob 

7 4. So** 

2 M/M. 

Z 

3 

lx PDA /S,3So 

A A///V, c 
1 

!  

r 
j 

4 Zx PDA / 4, 050 1 

5"/? M//J. C 
1 LEAKZO 
1 - 

S lx foZ.2. P& _ 

G /-5"x // H, 2.SO 

TAi/fJ. C 

t 

1 2. x // 

1 i 

8 Ax SE-PT- 7 9&SO \ 

3;/2 MI a j 

j 
i 
[  

9 ASx n 
i 1 
1 

I 
1 i i 

to 2* // 6 45*£> | 

A/4 Mill. C 

G300 

/ A-i M/M. C 

4> 4 00 

/ A/M'. (. 

n 

tz 

l< Anrt-tAf 

t. Ex 't 

8700 

/■$ MW. kb 

12/9 SO 

4 M/M. C 

65 SO 

I'AM/M. 

l4£oo 

4- 'i /-i/M. PC 

rz,soo 

NA/.M///. PB 

/3,000** 

MAPS 7 /7 6o 
TBA/P. 6?'- 8 7 C, 

clau&Y 

a ft 

Ml A PE 7-2 0-40 

T* M P‘ SS°~ CLEAR 

MADE 7-/6 ~4>°, cioupy 

TEMP. 

n // 

// n 

/' // 

A/ APB J-?>o -4>OjCLe fifi. 

H " 

A}A PC 7- /6~&O}CLOODY 

H u 

H A t/o Mix eo 
POOD tip WITH Af."<p 
CEMENT SitjjHTLY LO*f p>y} fjOT S/sVEO 

CAPS MA pt fot/f.. WPS. BEFORE TESTS 

&Yl- &PY WHSU TESTER 
TESTER 8-2728 ano 7-70 -J-/\BLE £ 

V5 - VERTICAL SA CAM. 
P&- P/AO0M4L 5REAK 
DC-0003LE Cons' 
c - CoMBtWA T/0/J 
Mr - Co/trAMJEp Tot PS 

ihrf? - WEAK TOP on BOTTOM 

u- 
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DRY 

3tewes I~ Z4--/6 AW MAKE-UP 1 - ? YAK. TESTS 

M/x  79'“”  £>    <c  ~ 

ft UP LAST!ME tc.,sso (6, 050 (S,6Sro 

        ., Sfyjftrs. PC 47/4. MM. PB 4 AUK. PC. 

t? A 5* A // / £, 6oo nt25o / 4 000 

^^/A//A/. A,C 47?._ DC z'o. 

h 2s // (4>, 7 TO /s;*ro0 /&, 400 

3'/4 MIA/. PB Z'4 DB 3X4 p& 

i Uo 4 0AUK /Oj 700 ■74.OO 77 DO 

JTrtf/At ** 1X-7 MI tt. tL x. l tyrnti. 7 

2 UP DA /Gjioo 
, i 1 

3 

     7.}/AAHXT _H             ... 

/, 5* x i> 17)4-50 ' IS, 700 17,450 

5'7/}MIN. DB A.AV.ii- Pc. X/4 MtH- PB. 

4 2 YL U ML .TOO 

4M t M. c 
4 E/IKSD 4r— 

S\ | /* fox z ^8 /^Op 

i I I     XTi-x!nj'- PA. 

L5x " (Z,400 (7,550 K, GOO 

2M Mto. tk -Yi 4-MHA- PB 2 VA MIM, * »it- 
7 2 K It j ! 

j y\   i 
8 / A6EPT.7 j /pooo to^so 

1 | jo,Soo 1 1 1. 1 I i \Z3AM/?J. ■** 2M/M DP 
I 4/ • ! 2 /i i\ nu. 

)z\ 
i 

/, 5/. /JnTi-//y. 
j & : J3,aso Id.400* (3,600* 

< 2 M/D. O.V4MIH Du 7J/4M1N DC 

/3 2 /■ ti (4,350 

\4'A MnJ. 03 

Yl/fDE. 
'l'£4lPl S3 - <3J °, cLoupy 

CAPS STh/X.3 ol.P 

H // 

AY/IDE T -L ° 
~f£MP. QSC>) CLEAk. 

CATE 7wxioL.11 
M/1 DC j- 7-/6-<£,0 

TEMP. 94-88°, 
CAPS 5 WK.$,OLO c~£ouJ>y 

" V 

AI/IPE 7-30'tiG 

7 - /6 -Lc 

n 

" ATP 
/Loss \tt 

*•'4 J 

ft - Af/iPf y-tc> -e>o 

3 A”o C - AfJDE 7- 3o-eo 

MADS 7-3o~&e 

A! A PS 7 ~ f & ' <o o 

HAND P1/K£D> 
R.OOOED WITH 

CEMENT Ajor SIEVED, SOME UJ/EES 

'/JEE THEM. CLOUDY EXCEPT ECP 

#3, /T AND tC, 

CYL. DPT WHEN TESTED 
TtS rep to- / 

■ft -courAiL’BD VOIDS OK HONEYCOMB 

:f :h 'WEAK-Tos e*.- BOTTOM 

DB - DIAGONAL BREAK, 

DC ■ DOUBLE. COME 

C - COM B/MAT/OAf 
CEPS MADE A(K,. f3. 

TABLE <o 
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SERIES J - 4- WEEKS TESTS 

Mix A- s 
' “ ! 

/■A // o 
ADMIX 

■z.tC,a>5o 

3^4 h/iR l_5 

z. 17,500 

4AUK/’ PC 

& 1C, loo 
Z
2

AH, C 

-a 15,400 

/M-rt. ps 

z. 11750 

 P.P_, 

f-D 

2 

n a n,SOO * 
...ZAL  

U PPA * lb, 45o 

Sfy M//J> PC_ 

X 17,000 

S'/jJiRj. t)C 

m- 
y /T,2SO 

4-A Hi- OC 

y /S)700 

SM. pc 

^
 
|
 
j

1^ 

/ . 5 A " 

2. y. /i K 

l ! 
ufbziTe. *. 14^700 

S'cSpj/H- PC. 

Co 75 K U X 10, 7TO 
^ f/x $3 

y /2,bO0 

8 H. OC 

1 i Z. ^ f X <12 00 

ZMiu. 3>C 

& /KSEPT^I 
“ L. 

y /ZJ <?00 

<c Ml AS. A OC 

» 
1 \ 
\ 

. _ . ...,J 
7 

/o 

\ /.S’ x- » x <7/^0 
2%i Mlu- t>& 

A/0° 
V8 

^ 1IOO |, 
3^3/V. 08 

Z A. '! * 67o6 
2?4 h/H> • P3 

u /x. AHTH 
NYDPP 

n (5*. H 

(3 2 x. n * frfloo 
Z'A MIS' PC 

U 
* !3,S°° 
3 M * bC 

y (3,400 ^ 
-3%H. 03 

14 lx PLAiV- 
PiPY/T 

L£. 
y lb,250 

(PM/R. PC 
- 

If l-T X <> 
ID 

y / 0,3 OP, 

4 MIN’ D C 

y iS)looLIK 

4*AL M. 06 

LR 
y It, 550 

3'/4M. PC 

U. 
\ 
.2 x n 

oLp CBMEM, SAVED> JLJS. 

0 A 

NZHJ C£wwrt * , LK 

K-MAOZ f-/o- bo 

II 
85,8-82.5 

•y - 
z. „ ?-24^,.-aa* 

•f> -Vo/p on. Hove./ceAte. 

. -if;- -WEM:, TO? <3 RBOT 

X-X-K- &/1P C.AF 

pc. „ Double. CafitF 

P0~ P//)&otJ*L BPCTK 

C - COHOIMATloH 

LL cyCou TA/MEO 

£W CEA'IEMT, SIEVE D, 
EXCEPT C'lL.tA 

~(LLED IAR&E SuRpACE 
Ho Let, WITH SUL PUP. 

HAND H/'AED//E"<£ 

ROODJHC-r £ACEP7 
WHERE Ear SR I 

LR. s. I"4 K*D 

CYL. PsL.y WEEHJGETEO 

TABLE 7 
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SERIES l 

MA-I'JZ -UP 2) M/X /-~/3 

- ^ WE BA'S TESTS 

/ 1/K A 3 c 

// e> 

APAUK 

- . 
x (7,Loo 

x'h MIN. 

z. !b,bOO 

O-M/N. DC. 

z /7,7>Oo 

2%M, DP 

h£ : * *. tt» 70$ * 
5/4.M/N. 

T. (£>,350 

:L'UM. 
* /0,750** 

3M. 

2 /A PDF * /?, 200 

BpI/V» PC 

y /<*> 5S0 

2>/4M. OC 

3 (.5 A " yr 16,050 

3^. MU). PC 

y/7, 700 

7. %N. DP 

H/8,700 

4%-M. P6 

4 Z * " X 17,100 

2 V4MIN. DC 

y 10,700 

2 V4N. c 

5 U Poz z7tS x 1^700 

4V4 MIN. DC 

\ 

6 /,5 A. K * 12, 000 

7-4 Ml* DC 

yh^OO 

3%M, c 

7 1 T- " x 10,500 

2 4 Mn>> PC . . .     .. 

£> US EAT* 7 
LR 

y A?, 700 

2 4 MIN. c. 

7 /. 5 y, H 

~ "**/   
x 

2 // / V* pL 

(0 2. x o *«? <?<?£. 

2 .../>& 
// / * ANTI- 

H-ypgo 

LR 

n4T°° 
A/. P& 

U 
t 14-^00 

5M. 03 

n 1.5 K v 
LR 

ft /(>,25,0. 
3 AJ/A/. 

- ‘-X 
ft f P,5OO 

3'hft. Pc 

or 
ft! bp50 

3 M.   PJZ 

(3 *2. A- ft 
' 

* (4,150 

4-Vt MiKl. PC 

. 
y (4)200 

2 V4 M. C 

/4 / * P7AST(- 
N£Mr 

LR 
y (5j4D0 

A-VAM/A. OB 

15 /. 5 y. a 

r uk 
y /%/50 

2 Y4 MIN. 

Z X- •! 
LR 

ft 17, 050 

Z3/4 MIN, P3 

LR 
ft / 6,150 

22UH!N. 06 

oLO CEMENTf$IEVED , L..R, 

NEW C EM Stir, '> J 

ALL CYL. CONT/UNCO 

HEN CEMENT, SIEVED, 
EXCEPT eye. IB... 

HAND M(XEE) / >/4u 4 

RODO/UCT EXCEPT NOTED* 

LP. .= t"<f> A°D 

M/ft. r MINUTE'* 

. X-AuM>£ J-/0-&O 

y - t) *3-/7-b a 

Z. - " f-24-“&>D ’ 

H ~ " /0-3- C,o c 
TCfAA 85 

+<**.- -BAP CAP 

V B .VERTICAL BREAK 
D & - O/A&ONAL 'I 
0 C-POUBL E CoNE 

C - COMBINATION 

. TR 

ft 16,550 

2'/zM. P& 

L# 

H/6,boo 
2 '/l Af. c. 

BE TO RE TEST INC.. 

FILLED LARCE SURFACE 
HOLES WITH JW./'t'fl, 

CyL. PE./ WHEN TASTEP 

TABLES 
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SEG.I&s / ~ 5 h/e&ks TESTS 

Mix h B | c 

/*C A/O 
APMIX 

z 17,4-00 
03 

z /8, /So 
3M> 

z /O^S#* 
2 Mtti 

(4 u z. 17,450 
2 Mtu. DC 

1 tZSsS* 
T/BM. 

,s ^ -XW Tz. /6, To 
l'/zM.    M 

Z (x TO A X / 2,700 
3 /UR. VB 

y 18,200 
2. H{-A\. [}C 

3 l /.^x. // x. 19,700 
t'A. M/W, PC 

ff. I%ZOOL*' 
z'/j. M. C 

A /9,400lr' 
Y/q c 

4 Z x. " ■ * /3/iJo* 
3;/f M/4* J>S> 

y / 8,650 
2 4 A. C 

5 

~Z 

/ < Pozzfs *./£>,7SO 
2 Kltt .C 
x 12,850 
/'A, u/tJ. DB 

. 

/, Sx. o y 14)050 
J>8: 

7 Z X H ^ 10,700 
TA MhJ. PB 

& /ycSt?r*7 v I3>,0Q(T* 

•<? / 5 /. // x 10,000 
2 tf/AJr 03 

x /O. /SO 
/'/•*«. 

ID 2. x " * e/soo 
I'ALMI.J. P3 

// / K /?///•/ - 
P/YPAO 

^/S,2S0 
l/T A/H- LR- 

12 /.Ox >/ x IS,/50^ 
3 MM. < 

*/S;SSOLK 
3 M< P8 

^/S'SSO^' 
3 R/J-M. DB 

!3 2 v y l3,SOOLR 

Zfu/J . -c 

/A / x Pt.Ai.7l' 
MEtir y 17, 2 SO1'*' 

3Al/fJ>__ DB 
t    

IT 1.5 X H y !9, 050 R 

P& 
y l8,5Sou 

7 '4 /■!. c. 
/a 2 * H y 18, S5oL* 

JB mij  
y /8500L(i 

2 DB 
v 16,!50L'1 

. Z Y4. At. pc 

OL0 CBM BUT SIEVED LR. 

N£W CeMfuT, " , L/z 

-f CAP B WHS OLD (tf) 

AIL cyL.ccuTAttJBp 
/JEW cefiiefJT S/£v£0 
EXCEPT CYL‘. ic 

//RWD M/XEOj '/4"<f . 
RODD/MC,, EXCEPT 
WHERE WO TIED r 

/" j> ROD 

(BAPS MR on /OR 2 w/c$ 
5 £ po/s. n fe 
EXCEPT AS NOT&D. 

fiLtEo LnZOS suRrncE 
HOLES WJ7H Su/.pC.’/i., 

f 
Cfsp 3 SHKi .ol-o 

LA 
H !7; 4*0 

o//t M. V0/P5 

CAP 3 wkZoLo 

Ik 
H 7*0 
7.yp/f. DB 

y — /i y -! 7 - 6>0 

Z. </ 7 > Z/}- 60 
f~{ n !o - <3 ~ 6>0 

.gfcWE/l/; Top o« BOTTOM 

- BAD C.RP 

DC - POOQLE COMB 

D 3 ~ D/RWO A/A L BREAU- 

C - COMRI/JATION 

/IlM. = M IfJOrBS 

CyL . p/zy w HEN 7BSTBO 

TABLE °t 
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Cf/fo/to Sieved cernerit <2:3o PA] 

Cf/6)lt C/oUafH -3?Y/.S) 82°&S) 
cyi. M4£/< "x 7 

3 '^2 *s Tea/ Word# 6/e. ~ Aio/st} / A7e>/c/ /eater/ — A t.S0 

Wt> i2>7&</ S/rWi /< ^ &.02* 

j, RE*
1
 IVOA},{'S1&L £ ~ A{OtST 

3 -3$ to//' /3 72.S' $/run& <&• = n " // 

3 ^ ty~s wX /3(s><f. 7 s/trunk. ^ o.oB* 
'a* l kSeti/cstBLe - Atony 

- szr,s 

3 *ss Url /3.22.0 $7) run/? 2= 0.03 * Very Mo/s/ 
AGO / Wortac (# 

j* _ ii 

j Seems to baUC Atr _ /ea Mo/— gs.sr* 

3 " C, t 

/f 

fl/7^ Id Pa. S' C/ rank 3 a 07* Mo 1ST 2/r. ° 
trUtnhIZc( a hff/c ~j a A/Or/ =5 £an/£ ns or>e weakfltuGr/ 
$ee/ns /& /wise, /hare <?//- — /en A &</ /ar/ 

3** A k// nes. o Shrunk ■ O.OSV 

£ <f /r)& *£ 6 

<£'% Sa/r/e ax 7/ C 
■l. ZK tot /2U.3 zhrtt/fk 0,0 •/ g%.<r° 

a ivt, 12 6t.7 U//V/4 bo /os — bS3 7ea /be # y,f° 

3 fyo A/ t. /US,* S Art/nk. <0. O 2 , o 

2 '/J // 

3 7/a. 

3 ^73 

MTA — Used J?<tr /ouyp ~~ 6~S 7c?mp3 (lUP/TfOAfAL) 
ivl, IS So. 2 Cbm iik. &*<> _.. A/o feats %'/ ° -■■■• 

Ghyfef/y Wc/fer - 
Ht//-, l’i>li$'/l si) rank. &*o 

$fi // Po. 
Co-k 13'/%./ s/i-tmMo.c 

o (cnHS 

/1/D f&*As 

(/*////£//£& y: <As~ — Ih/hp- - £<'/£> A/rc. 

*'/ 

f£T ° 

#2, G 

5£&/£S A MAJC&- £/A=> 2 
/=?/<*' / 
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‘till/is S/OPPHJ - ckjir - T&jj-tjp. 87° - P/A//S//ST 6:45PM 
CooL 

1 /l if&o 4TY!ATEP BRR AK/NY C/L * \/AHM^CIOHC>Y - f? J ° !/:BO 
STARTKO A'/A/SJM& <&yL. (£> 6, ; 00 . PM— To Jo:So 

■ CYL. MARK V" TENH 

7 / £ 3-Dpy- Mu/iy Molec - SHRUNK O" . WT- /2 70. S’ 
O 

84 

f"' 
J.-P/iy " r/ // 0

>/ 
- tur. /306. 0 

oY' 
3-t?Ay '' " " — 1MY. 12 70.8 2S° 

3 #2 y)o/>. Mofsr ~ SNA’HHK 0 ’ 0ZJ> . . w r~ /268,S 86 0 

3* i VsR/ MotST - SHRUNK O. 0*1* - wy. / 3 47 S" 86. S° 

3 Ykfzy yjo/sr (A/W) SHRANK O.OC - wp /'AS4 / 83.S° 

3 #8 MOD. Ma/sr tf/f/R?) 5/M’UA/K ROI " wp / 3/O-D 2Y.S01 

P/TRH B,e>clrlmr/ /"? 

2 jh/3 ylo/Mf __ SHRUNK o. 0/ * w 7* /3fo. 7. gs.y 

SAME- £~K TKA Fot)£>/N6 

3#/4 Motor - S//HHA/K 0, 02 ” WT- /3 so. 2 87.° 
SAA/R PrmA Moffpwo 

6'rt7y 
<r; 0 £j E 

3 Mo/Sf ~LEAK/U& SH A’UA/K D,O3" IA/R /3S3,e gy.s° 
3 u SHRUS/M o. o 4 U/J-. /3SO, 3 sy. ° 

Jj, 
iSXT'KA po DO/Arb /}Y t. ( ; (P 

3 *)& P/jo/$ T 5>HP HA/K, <o. 0 V WT' /3>S3,6 ^£r~ 
£ A TKA /r’d P Of KG 

S£/B/£S /, MAMS UP 2 
'F'/Gs-SL 
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~/8~6C> $T/)RT£D CyL. Oop CS> &*,3o 

dy/.. <?u/x.£ —.y&Atp. ? T//~ 
* /f)!50 

CYL. MARK "Z." 
J- zjt lA/ptr/r> £ CYoapy - Te/ryo- $3* 

_ —-j£jj!LFTj-i> /YAKWK CXJL . ^ /: 3<* T,P1- 

#/-£> eSfy&A/r y/)A1P*e 2o T/wa& ~ j"4> - 6 

!A~ yivp. .3 SHP.UA/I4. 0,0 2. Ufp 73X7.3 /tr/tKEp 87° 

(3 6> wk.- 3 n 0, o z U/T> /3U.% 0 $3° 

(C y wk. 3 // ■o. o3 top /3 ?S'V ft Si ° 

<7#/® h/£W CiFMSNT TA MPCO ZO J/M£& - /V“ & J-AyPKZ 

N) }h)K, 3 SfiRit/VK o. 03 1(VT. /37&.S jL&A£i:& SSlS* 

/ £ / Am. 3 V £>,0 2. 1 Mf tSVl'V >t xsf 

IF 1
 

*
 3 u 0, b2- 0/p /qco. 7 o 

€> 86 

. /r£>... # .. /i 3 A. T 

<j - SIS- bo /£;/£~ ’TkAip. y*/>S Toop. dup £>F Ato/.o3 

t&~ I - &o - /0,'3° AM ~ c/.£r/1P. /r CooL 

BROKE Ct/l. 

CAPPED cyi. #X ^ ^*/ ^kp*. Zp/iureo 

/PM,pw/£/S ££> C/}pp>W/S 2/ey/.,(p 
3:30 PM 

SER/E5 /, MAKE UP 2 
E/G. 3 
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/0-8-&O ' TEMP, S'5^- cuSAfL^OaoU 

STARTUP ASA/Z///6 A/EtV OYLu^P @G!00 

F/PICKED T!/C> TEMP. *Zn± 

/o~ 9 -<&o 7~£MP, e2£<* CY£.. MAfcK H 

WE ASH TED 4LL eye ■ /ETC. 3^/6- 3 ty£/<SHT- 
£D t0////eo 

2 -#3 wr.~ yz 9K i?rrJ-£ OF /vo SHR/A/K AGE 

3 z VT /3s-^r reP Mcr MAA/MORM - SMALL 

SL/R/H/CAGE -a/Z £A£> cois&R/A/q 

2 #/*- \A/77 / 3f0.0 s/o 

s* hi WT. I3S6, % <Ya 

/O -30'~(o0 MADE S&H/ES ZZ.A- -//AMD £, MACH., MIXED 

USED K/fBfit. TEMP £ 7S° 

//- /" Go WEA^A/TED eye • ZA- TEMP. A AS- 7S°S- 

SAND 'M/X *7 WT //6K-.E</r. 
i, 

- T/ay/py ccMe.y/s R. £5P.t SM/H\ 

MACH, " ^z. wr, /&28.$ •• - 5£ME A/A PALES - R EDJ THE// 

V//3R. & SR. - 3 M/A/. 
n >i *3 WT.t3S‘6t3" y SAME A M //OL ES , STAR, TED JH&R.~ 

THE A/ PLACED Srio/zrAti - T&7A L. 

19BP. BMW. 

Sf£/£S / a. f S£/Q/££ ZA 

/^7~G.~4- 
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S£FUE$ 2- A &7 PAYS TEST) 

GROUP A B <c AVC.or 3 WT. 0fi3(gr) 

1 RAND Rluep 
' * * 4r * H&4.5- 

2- MY) PH. 
MIXED 

17} 550 
z*4}/iw. PB 

fljSOO 
234M. PB 

18,2 50 
ZM. , pp 1S,4~ 33^ 133 9.7 

3 MActi. 
At tXEO 

! 8,300 
2*4 Hiu. PC 

/?) 600 
3 C 

IS, 600 

2 Y4 OS 18,3(3 * 1356. 5 

ALL MIX */ ~ M/tot. /o-3B-6o. TPMP. 75° 

GftOUP &/•' /YAMQ M/Y.EP^ PLficED/H MoLPf V/3/ZA TBD 'Jz SPEEDj 

3 MUJ., A/0 APPPSC/A&LE. COMSOLtD/iTJOM. 

GROUP : MfACN/NC M/XEO , Pt-rtCEDtu HoLo, THEN V/BRRTBD 

<® 2, tPEED , 3 M!/KI- 

<5RO*P #2. : M nan Ha MIXED } STARTED VISA A TOR & '4 SPEED, 

PLACJtO /N MeLp IN ZAttH-) CON T/NOBP VIBRAT/OM 

i MORE M/N. (TOTAL 3 M/tJ.') 

?t ~ CYL, IN GPOUP / WERE. iUOT 0ROKE/J} cyL. WE/ZE 

O&VIOPJty \/£.n.y \NEAK. 

ALL. A)ENf it£/ej> CLEMENT 

ALL ClLlNOOlS CAPPED / Wk. BEFOUL BRJAK/NC- 

CVL. [NET WHEN TESTBD ' 

0/3 ~ DIA&O/J/U. BREAK. 

PC - DOUBLE CONE. 

£■ — C O/t j & iN HTt oN 

TABLE, 10 
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5£/Z/£S 2 - 4- WK. 'TESTS 
'M /x. A B c D PA re M/>i fi TUMH. 

i //o /QC/MDL 16,900 * x IS, £00v 78, ZOO* U-3-CD 
o 

3MIV. c. 2%'W- C '3 4 A/. C ?Af. C. 78 

2 1A PPA 1 7, (oSQ /<9/0O 
A >*»K 

17,000 

2'/A.M. C 

77, 950 II-5 i>o 
o 

•2!/4*tM. i)L 3_.4k P§ *3 //. 41 83 

3 l.S* » 76, "260 HPTIOO /TQeoo 75,700 II 

Z'Q/r/p- D 2 %M, _6>c Z/QAK PC 17Z M. c 

4 2 x * ’ IZ 10, 8SO /£,, 0>SO 75,950 It 
7% At///. C. ?.7i. At. P{> 3 Af. C. 3p. £„ 

5 / >< Pozz % to, rso 17,000 74>,2TO \ 4?O0 
U "(*'&<> Q 

7S 
l'7f_  PP 4%/!, Pp /&//.   c 

£ /, 5V. ^ GtOO *: S65o * TSOo x 6450 K 
n 

A//A' ^ L   £ /...„.   PS-1 J o 

7 Z < // 4550 * 5550 x 4450* 4700 K <* 
/ d//A/» cT PB /y<f />£ 7 PB 

8 U $EPrft7 74-00 7300 7950 7950 
li-f 3-t>o 

•» # '2%A<//j, C 3*4^. £3 a>H. OP 3M. PS> 71 

? !.5< v «5 roo x 3000 * 8350* 3450 * 
. , 

It 
4MVM C 3A/. ££ Pi?> 3 At » Pp 

/o 2- x. 77^' X 3/£0 7750 * It 
3 A//A/. 2% Hi. Pli $b 3M- PB 

U / AHT/- 
/* H'iPRo re, 700 * 79, 700* 2.7,550*: 

17.AK y, 
19, 700 n-/4<zv ; 

75- ; 
3%l'/,v. JW 3% A. PP /[YAH, PB 3 Vw. Pb 

12 l> 5 A " /f, ^Ti~<2> 20,300 16,390* 2/j 206 A 
3'QM/J- c 327jfA. pc 3M. C //.Af. C- 

Id 2 x. '/ 7 7, ?<?* 20, /TO 78,900* 20,050 It i 
3?4A'.V,'. C :i:%-M. c '3'4AV. C. 3A1- PC 

1 
j 

14- 
/ PL AST!- 
IX M£J/T 

LEAK. 
79, /^><5 Z0,05o 79,800 79, 200 * // ~20-io\ 

2 4 A////, £C 12^A/. . ... C 2 4 A/. c2 
© 

7*\ 
J£ /• 5 A " 79,400 * /7,7^ 79, /&> X 20; 900 

" i j 2'7-iM/fJ . C, ;7^4i. C y.'^/.i, c 74AI. 

IQ> 'LA" /?, I MA** ; 74; 5oo 2D, 550 
i \ 

n 
z4v/<,'. c. C. '{27a. M . C 3M. c   -4. 

ALL HEWlSVED,C£Af£-/sr M’/R /)£>*//*. K'S OAtE VO/PS P& - PHi&. BREAK. 

SLL E-AfiPED /WK. BEFORE &KEAK//J& XX -\V[I'A K ToF OR &l)T ■ t) C ~ OBL . COK/E 
//ECf/Kt///c/3 L pf/xsa. ft t//g£X7‘o& xxx- 3AP c/ir C- Cowtff. 

ALL LA/KGE SURFACE, HOLES F/LLSO 

WTH SULFufl. SOME cyi. LEAPED "TABLE // 
cyL. WET WHCfj JESTED 
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5E&(£S 2 - w/c~ TESTS 
A//* A £> c P DA TE FI APE 

4 TEMP. 

/ A/o A PM IPs 2tf, 
3" C* 

20,450 

4-M . PB 

Z/jCOO 
SM, c 

20, /oo 
BM, DC 

//-3 -60 

7Q° 

2 /* P0/\ /8, 800* 

3'4M/M, C. 

X 
Y^ooo 

44 M- £ 
xTxx 

/5,000 
2 At. 

X X 
/8,/SO 

BROKE 
3 M* Our Stl/T 

/8, 050 X 

274/!.:.... A.9.. 

OO 

3 At DC 

/l-S-do 

  8C 

it 3 15 A. LI /B, ?Oo 
2%-AUH. DC 

/7j9O0 
2 ^2). M • 0L- 

4~ Z X '' ' 7 6j (o 0 O 
2 3ArM/F. PC 

/7j 
7.-4 H. DC 

'6,500 * 
2>Z At. C 

/7,60O 

2 /ji />/. £>8> 
// 

5 

~z 

l A. PoZT?& 74, 900 

/ Z APR, c. 

/B>,250 
/'AfM. c 

/6t 4oo 

2'/}. M. C 

73,450 ^ 

{ '4 M. c 

ft - 6 ~ (oO 

7 5° 

l,Sx, // &9oo 
! mu- c. 

6350 * 
/ At. <C 

t64oo x 

/At. C. 
6450 ^ 

/ 7\jf,\J. PB 

// 

// 7 Z x * 4 900 
jV4 MW. DB 

szoo 

t'/z A/. DB 
5500 

I'4AI. P& 

53 00 " 

/ /}•■*'!, DB 

8 /* SEPT!1 7 8550 

( '/z M/D. 0t\ 

82 50* 

j /¥'>/. Qg> 

6/50 *\ 
/'/4M, DB\ 

8600 i 
2'4 M. Dp 

S/O0 * 

IITAS P.4. 

| 85oo 

3M.   DB 

8300 * 

/ ‘4M. DB 

7.4 

A 

,1 

7 1,5*XI /7 8-9-ao 

0. M/M. D3 

6/00 * 

2 At. D£ 

(o 2. ^ /i 82 50 

/ /. AIM, DB 

8250 * 

-/% fit. 03 

8250 

1%-AI, DB 

// / A A*T! - 
HYDHo 

XX 
2-4 2oo 

4 MR/- 
xx 

/8,850 

/ y4-Mifj‘ 

Z o, T so 

fif/M. c. 

2D,E>00 

5t, Pc 

20/ 400 

7//81:... _<C 
20, /50 

25. H. 0 

2/350 * 

394*1, Dc 

2o/OO 

'2*3 ■'■!. C 

19,800 

2'/AM. c. 1 

CE 4k. 
lT,40O **■ 

//.At. 

20,/OO 

3 At...... ...5- 

20,750 

■ DB 

U-fS&o 
_ _ 75 

't 

,Y 

C
N

5
 | 

 
 
 

i 
 

/. 5Y, // 

2. A u 

/* 

/5 

4 PlASTl - 
ME Hr 

, DEAH 
/%250 

ftyji/zi. DB 

/9) 200 K 

/y4,u/A'.Tc 

2 0,700 ' 
y '-■■■! A], c 

V K 
27250 

3 '/j. At, 

2.0,850* 

sTis _A& 

20, 950 * 1 
2% At. C 

2a 850 y | / 9,75p * 
I '/A A), DC[ 2 /'! At. DC | 

//-2Q-6D 

 7T 

// 

// 

75 x // 20,500* 

2/At. C. 

2 7200* 
’JAI. C 

20,650 v: 

37/, At. c 

20, 700 Y V 

7 '/; M . 
!G? ■2. K // 

LL NEW 5/EVED CEMENT $ HDM/K- 
ftt-L CAPPED /VP*. BEFORE BREAK !//&■ 
MECHAH/C4L MIAER. £ Vt B RAj TOR, I 

AU LARGE BUR FADE HOLES F/LLEO ■ 
W/TH SUCROR.. 

cyL. WET JVHEM TEsyBP- 

X - 50/vjE YO/OG 

/X - YJEAK TOP on. SOT. 

tux - BAP CAP 

DB- P/A <*. BREAK. 
DC-DBL. COKIE 
C - COMB. 

SOME eye. LEAKED 
TABL.R / 2 
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5E&/ZS 2 - <3 w/c. Tssrs 
All* A e> C ; D OATSbUPli 

.4 No ADMlY, 2 / eso*\ 21,550* 2/, 300 ^ 20,(250 K! / i fl-3 -60 
IT- 

Z%MM. BP z(>'/<7. £. 7.^M. PC 78° 

2 U PPA 18. 4S0* 2O, 950 / 8,4oo * /% ?oo j 
//- 5- (aO 

;pYz.i^._ c_ a M, PC 5 M c  85° 

3 (,S< " 18,500 * 78,050* /8,4oo * /1,7 OO* n 

2 ’A Mtu. C. 2 M * PAM^ pc- 7 M,__ __ _ r. 

4 2 K /' 17,550 * 7<*,75o*' 78, /oo 78, 700 ft 
2J/4MIN. c 24//- e. 2'AM Dc 

5 / * PO-L-L^S /<£, lOO 74. 85cT 
xx 

77, 750 I IS, 750 // • C> " (c>C) 
\74MIH. i)B I'/dtA, C /'4M. 2'4M. C 

0 
 75_ 

£> /,S y. H 0300 
?~G/1Hie. sue 

&doo 
STT^A/OSP' 

Q>Soo 6600 

/ NitJ. P& DB l ‘A K. r- / % M. t)B 

7 1 *. // 
1— O/t 

5ooo 
" <8 A Mi C £"tj' 

C.200 
B s TA Me £ 

5700 ' 5850 
 * t 
n 

//1m• PD I'/lAt. DS / n, Pb / 4- M. os 

8 /* 5OT7 ^5,50 675-0 8800 $ C> Oo //-/3~co 

/ MIN. DD /AN. DF> ! 74.41. t>e, j /4'V. bb 75 

3 /.5* » #700 6500 84 50 ^ j 9550  1 // 

/ '7% AHA), L>b I'/xM. b& 2 '4 M. D& I /%4 V. P3 

lo 2 K ft 83 OP 8050 8/00 1 1 655o // 

/ 4 At m. c / ■ DB P7//. Li. ed\ \bfi 

// / X /? NT! - 
Hypno 

zo, 900 

Sm in. c 

2 7 <600 

4:'AN.  5 

2/ 7oo * 

3 Tf. M. c 

S / / •: • A K 
/ 6,450 

1/2. M. c 

//- /?-60 

75*_ 

)2 1.5 ^ n 20, (OO * 2/ ?5o ' 2/ 4So * 22 2 00 11 
7I4 /tt/sf. b C 3.4//, r. 2 AM, C 3 'A. /'/. <- 

7$ Z K n 1/700 

3AIIII. be 

7S750 
f C7<L>5(I 

/■zAt. b/l> rT 

20,400 * 

?77. M. c 

2-^2 OoPK 

2^7<F(. C. 
11 

(4 IK PL/tsr/- 
*></< 

/7poo 
*** 20,850 20,4 00 

1 y. A x 
20,650 //- no 

MEAtr 'I A1U-J, C. Pz ill. c. 2 % n, r. -74 M. Pc 7*1 
77 1. 0 y~ u lo, 700 Zf, 050 * 20,850 ^ /8,750 Xy h 

1l/z A l/A>. r. 3 /V. c: 2‘77fii. c 2 4 AS. e. 

IS 2 *. " 2/, /SO * 27,350 * 2/,350 * 27,500 * n 
i7% M'4. C 3 Ai. DC ?J/uy. c 2 '7 ■•!. c 

/\LL /V£iv SIEVED CEWEWT AHDADMIK J K -SOME VOIDS 'UE> - PIA <B- & as A*, 

SILL CAPPED /y/K /BEFORE SPEAKING 'A'X-WEAK TOP C#BST. DC - P8L . COME 

MBEEUNlCpL M /X.EA 4- V/&RA TO A. 
ALL LAA&E SUEfAce HOLES FILLED 

WITH SULFUH. 

<YL . yver WHEN TESTED . 

XXX - Bf)D CAP i C - COMBINATION 

SoHte <■•/£. LEAPED TABLE 73 
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FIG.&7 S£g/£S 2 

#/3/(60 7:00 PM TEMP 78'* 7s 

A/BUJ BA 0 CEMENT 

MAPS /% cyu 4Jf ~ if MOLOS /A/ SouBLp QUA /AT/T/ZS 

Ho ML OVAASR , 72>9< 2gr. CEMSUr 2.2./7-Ty u SAA/O, 

MECH.A'KK " A s TM - SOS'- • (SCA(-£ M SO/i 

(// PM .AT A SAL-ii £> Z5 M /Af, ~ /AAOL. P. OD0MCy 

START SO (S‘ 830 

(o P-t 
& LIGHT PEPPEST/OM APT# FS ~ ^oS//v± 

<a#/ 
.SMOOTH TO PS 

THRU &'<30 • 

I//4-/&0 S!Zo TEMP, 7S°F 
MEMaVEa rz cyL. n / - VERY urrcB SHB/NKAGE 

/ A ' WT-13 73S 7 ATOTAL S/f.R M/K “ 0-0*1 " 

IB ‘ if '1370.? it r» it = ^.^6 
la ~ . M ' /353 V - ^3 
u> - u ~/3%1S it 11 t t 1 0-oT 

SOME • i\d. tic 
o 

(f/^/(pO STARTED AT 9:00 TBA1P- &3°/=s 

BR OKB GLASS - iVR/O NT <0 EM EM T PA fit Z UAys 

" SA’A/P " " " 

PROFE cyi.tF0F /sr resr 

MADE 'faCrAL-F'/'Az.# F07. Z- 8 ) 

STARTUP AAAK/A/6 CAL. AT R',3O, V/&R-3MU/. 
THRU @ 5"'0<o 

H/(e> 1-60 STARTED C.LEAA//A/G HP ~ M'EMOU&D o % “ 9- 
TBMR0 MEASURED LiG* P-O Z Z. V//TH PtPETJE .//VTO CAMS 
80,5 2 A NO A PPA PE NT SHRINK - BUT TOP Wop EVEA/.wT - /'/0%f 

/ 
f X B " 

1* 1l 

’ ( 2C * II M 

X P " H 1 ( 

k 
V* 

■ 5 A " 
1 f 

IV, 

0: 5 
Q 

3 B " 

3C " 

M <1 

• ( 

[QQ . 3 p “ ll K 

R;'V 
> 

u M 
< 

v\ 4 ^ •1 |4 M 
•f 

4-C H ft 

q P * II. ll 

" " " ” , " * /// ly. 
“ ’* •» " ; 

11 s pf to 

" M ” " j " - m /f.jr 
Top /■'/]/AU.y SMOOTH f « - /Hi/,P 

" " xt , nJT/S’.T 

•• 'i " } "/4Z3 

- BUT Top Her liVZN^ " - /V/MT 
„ if u ll f '* - / 4. % 3. 

/1 H t» u ilf/4 ZJTS 

TOP FA/Xt-V SMOOTH/- /4 20 . 
II M H «r f 4?2.S’ 



F/G.& ■ SER/ES 2 

CTAkriZD MAR///Q CVL, S~ -*7 (&> Lft 3 0 7VSS1H 
5A % 8 I//3SA r/o/y ro 0 SA ST 
5C%0 ■ C.I/T ■ iy/s R. 7~<o / r9 S'P/S/S® 4/4/A/ 

GA $B " / t n n 3 /T /// 
GC.^0 " H if /1 3 M /N 
7 A^B n n 1 r n 3 M/A/ 

7C{XD / r »/ . 11 3 %. M IN 

THRU AJ~ 7: 0 O 

- O 

!'h Uo 4/30 T£MP, -7S°> 
5rART££> R'.BM0V/N6 cy L-.~ S 

5 A /to- APPARENT j//P.t/t/c ~ 
7. SA/K.'^K, WT 

S3 

SC 

so 

rCA 
6B 

Pc 

\<h l) 

K ]7B 

^v> (yD 

I f 
If 

14 

II 

M 

\i 

If 

/f 

P 

II 

////Jtfej 

7C 
W 

THRu F:BO 

If 

/< 

II 

11 

#1 

// 

>1 

// 

M 

fl 

M 

l\ 

11 

M 

u 

M 

It 

/I 

r<2/> SMOOTH 
it 

i| 

i l 

it 

IV 

M 

fi 

i / 

I v 

/! 

if 

II 

If 

If 

u 

ir 

if 

ff 

M 

«V 

« 

It 

It 

) 

J 
) 

j 

) 

y 

f 

> 

0 j t337.SK 

o , /3 lfa£r§ 

0 , /3tfGS 
0 , /3 3Lt 
4O3\ If G7 
W, 

<W‘, nnsJ^l 
0.0£ /0&3) 

^9", /0<£>9 
£>.^'y /£>*/ 55 

o-°7", tori’P' 

T/SA1P- 
1 

vs 

"7 

11/nlz-o 

5 GA 

1%AGC 

Ul&P 

^7A 

^ *4 7 B 
\ yC 

*:• H* 

$rAfLT&t> A P s;s>o 
3-f/ifiS 7 ¥ cyy.~/z~ !:,c0 4., rx 
3R,o/<lg m pp„oAl rzsr /. 

OOpPEP P/At/CAR TO rSET AO./ ■/- /W/A/* V/& A A T/OM 

ST/lA TCP A/AK/AG cyi-CS/Z.'J v Tf/R. U 2. YJO t 

Tfeflip* vs°s / 2:30 

■CTARTEP TAR/SG OC/S OS cy S. AT /7/3o 
THRUA'K 0,ot/- 

0,0 6 
0,0 (o 
0,07* 
0,o 9 
O.OG 

(X O(Q 
„ 11 

o.oG 

JVP SA10CTH 
vr 

u 

u 

w 

H 

ii 

n 

tr 

n 

if 

If 

f( 

n 
u 

M 

w 

H 

i< 
)r 

M 

> 

y 

> 

/ 

PV/T 
o 

M 

u 

11 

fl 

/I 

U 

to $2. 
<> 

/O <J8 ^ 

l o .87 
/o 

/ a 4S 

'T 

/ o AS A ^ 
fOPJ.S 

/ 0 2.3 
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E/G. 7 SE&/ES 2 

STAR TB O MA/C/MG <Z yL. 9 -"/o @3*00 
-7/ <g ->.9 V 7 ~6M/(V 

2. M/A7 7 AfC 7., S T O J° P/A/E * I /£> /l4, B 
nlbO^P ONLY GSBC.ONPS OF!//BYT,AFTER F/LL7M6) 

'/- RO/sP/pG (CL/C/Yr) -(N£T BtyDl.lG H ) 

THRU S'oo. 
U/I/IGO WARM = 

£r/!^rzrz> PEMIOVZ/VG cyc.Cd 7?$ o HAD MAW 
SMAU. A /A! 

S’ A NO SHRWk 79P CM&or/r ) wr. /757 <J r. PmBUrS 
re 11 ' \ a u 

) n /19 7. H do 

?C IV n 11 11 
1 11 // 62- U d° 

?D li \ \ u M ) 
11 //64 // do 

9 A U h it t( ) 
/i //n // do 

SB . If '* u >( 
/ 
; /1 H(pC> // do 

SC - SLIGHT SLUMP- 11 M ) >f //0 3 // do 
9p /I M II /1 / it 1(97 // do 

76 A No s/ff./uN 1> n j ii RMS H Ac MM 

/OB /» // */ l| 
) 

ft /5Z.2I /> do 

16 C M 11 
'1 n ) It //?* // doF^' 

100 U 1/ -7 it / It U7& f 1 ,/ 7 V/5K- i-fO 

ll/l$/<£>0 
TPpa G;OO 

COOL. - CLOAJD'/ TEAT A 7F 
'SKIRT£P iWAKJMCr CY’C, //"/3 <* 7 2t 3 o 

VlT/X M A £> - S PEED 7%„A7AV. //D jLEAKEO SCA4P 
77/Air AT 3:^0 -BROKE SOME CYL , TEST / 

i//zojCcO TEMP. YF** — F A /A/ • 

TTART TP PEMRR/A/S <ZYL, C$ //o o 
TO P "-MOO r/i 

HA 1VT 7378 

1/8 
n /3?2 

nc M /3?S 

110 H /3f3 

!%A h / 39 1 

/ZB Ii 
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